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Abbreviations 

ALS: amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

BA: Brodmann area 

BDI: Beck’s Depression Inventory 

BOLD: blood oxygen level dependency 

CERAD plus: Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease plus Scale 

CNS-LS: Center of Neurologic Study Lability Scale 

ECAS: Edinburgh Cognitive and Behavioural ALS Screen 

EMG: electromyography 

FEEST: Facial Expressions of Emotion Test 

fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging 

FTD: frontotemporal dementia 

GSR: galvanic skin response 

IADS: International affective digital sounds 

IAPS: International affective picture system  

IFG: inferior frontal gyrus 

IV: invasive ventilation 

MMSE: Minimental State Examination 

NIV: non-invasive ventilation 

PEG: percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy 

PLC: pathological laughing and crying 

SAHD: Schedule of Attitudes Toward Hastened Death 
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1. Introduction 

Diagnosis of the fatal disease amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) brings about devastating 

changes in the patients’ and their caregivers’ life. ALS is characterized by progressive loss of 

upper and lower motor neurons resulting in muscle weakness. Death due to respiratory failure 

generally occurs 3-5 years after onset (Kiernan et al. 2011). Although the most prominent 

feature is the progressive functional impairment, ALS patients might also present with cognitive 

and behavioral manifestations (Goldstein and Abrahams 2013; Beeldman et al. 2016). 

Similarly, prefrontal cortical dysfunctions, which are common in patients suffering from 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD) (Hornberger et al. 2011) may also be present in some ALS 

patients (Kew et al. 1993). In line with this, co-morbidity of ALS and FTD is well known 

(Boeve et al. 2012), about 5-15% of ALS patients being diagnosed with ALS-FTD (Giordana 

et al. 2011; Murray et al. 2011). Cognition in ALS is age and education dependent as we have 

addressed earlier (Loose et al. 2016), and assessment of patients’ cognition is important as 

cognitive and behavioral decline is associated with poorer prognosis (Elamin et al. 2013; Hu et 

al. 2013), lower quality of life (Hu et al. 2013) and increased caregiver burden (Burke et al. 

2015). 

In addition to cognitive and behavioral impairments, ALS patients may present with changes in 

emotional processing. It has been reported that some ALS patients show reduced memory 

capacity for emotional material (Papps et al. 2005) and regard negative pictures as less arousing 

and more positive (Lule et al. 2005). The change in emotional processing abilities especially 

for aversive emotional information might be caused by neurodegeneration of cortical, especially 

frontal cortical areas (Lule et al. 2010; Braak et al. 2013), and limbic structures such as the 

amygdala (Kawashima et al. 2001; Pinkhardt et al. 2006) and nucleus accumbens (Bede et al. 

2013). Based on the earlier findings on emotional processing in ALS, the doctorate candidate 

aimed to assess patients’ emotion recognition and its neural correlates at cortical level. As it 

has been suggested that social contacts are a protective factor against cognitive decline 

(Fankhauser et al. 2015), possible involvement of social activity on emotional processing in 

cortical level was additionally studied. 

Impaired frontal cortex function might also account for pathological laughing and crying (PLC), 

which is present in up to 50% of ALS patients (Olney et al. 2011). PLC represents a pattern of 

motor dysinhibition phenomena characterized by involuntary outbursts of laughter and/or 

crying, which might be provoked by stimuli often causing opposite reaction in healthy subjects 
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(Parvizi et al. 2009; Olney et al. 2011) or stimuli without any specific emotional quality for 

healthy subjects (Poeck 1969; Hartje 2005). The doctorate candidate together with the co-

authors aimed to address whether PLC in ALS is a response to weak emotional stimuli or an 

inappropriate response to emotionally incongruent stimuli and whether the phenomenon is 

associated with a pathological modulation of emotional stimuli or due to reduced inhibition of 

emotional behavior display. 

However, the primary disabling factor in ALS is the progressive loss of voluntary musculature. 

In the course of the disease ALS patients most likely suffer from respiratory insufficiency and 

swallowing difficulties caused by the weakening muscle function (Kiernan et al. 2011), but the 

employment of non-invasive (NIV) or invasive (IV) artificial ventilation and/or nutrition via a 

feeding tube (percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy, PEG) may prolong patients’ survival and 

improve their quality of life (McDonald et al. 1996; Connolly et al. 2015). However, while 

some patients desire employment of these life prolonging measures, others prefer to decline 

them. Whether patients choose for or against certain measures depends on several factors, such 

as religiousness (Murphy et al. 2000), feeling of being a burden (Lule et al. 2014) or interaction 

of family and health care professionals (Martin et al. 2016). Additionally, it has been suggested 

that cognitive status of the patient might influence their decision making (Martin et al. 2014; 

Connolly et al. 2015). Owing to the possibly occurring cognitive deficits and signs of FTD, 

some have also expressed a concern whether ALS patients are able to judge pending medical 

decisions appropriately and therefore called for surrogate decision-making (Connolly et al. 

2015; Khin Khin et al. 2015). To disentangle the multifaceted process of decision making in 

ALS, the doctorate candidate and co-authors aimed to study whether patients’ tendency to 

decide for or against therapeutic options is dependent on their cognitive status.  

Additionally, sufficient capacity to make decisions can be guaranteed only when the patient’s 

ability to communicate is spared. As ALS affects entire voluntary musculature (Kiernan et al. 

2011) formal ways of communication will eventually be impaired. Therefore, other means such 

as communication via eye movements can be an option. The doctorate candidate was also 

included in studies providing evidence for this (Keller et al. 2015; Keller et al. 2016). 

Secondly, the decisions regarding therapeutic options are not solely made by the patient, but in 

practice, these are influenced by their social environment (Ruffell et al. 2013; Wilson et al. 

2013). This comprises first of all neurologists who have medical expertise and are acquainted 

with life prolonging measures thus being in a crucial role in the patient’s decision making 

process. However, physicians’ appraisal of therapeutic options might be framed according to 
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their own attitudes (Martin et al. 2016) and perception of the patient’s psychological well-being 

(Uhlmann and Pearlman 1991; Sullivan et al. 1996; Junod Perron et al. 2002). This in turn might 

influence the way the available therapeutic options are introduced to the patient (Sullivan et al. 

1996; Greenaway et al. 2015). Therefore, as physician’s perception on patient’s well-being with 

certain therapeutic measures might influence the way he/she introduces these to the patients, 

the doctorate candidate studied neurologists’ perception of the impact of certain life prolonging 

measures on ALS patients’ psychological well-being.  
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2. Perception of emotional facial expressions in amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS) at behavioral and brain metabolic level 

2.1 Subjects and Methods 

Overall, N=30 patients (16 females; 21 with spinal, 9 with bulbar onset; mean age 60±10 years) 

diagnosed with probable or definite ALS according to the revised El Escorial criteria (Ludolph 

et al. 2015), were asked to determine basic facial emotions on a computer screen (behavioral 

task). Additionally, a subgroup of N=15 patients (5 females, all spinal onset, mean age 54±12 

years) viewed the emotional face expressions in a functional magnetic resonance imaging 

(fMRI) paradigm (fMRI task). Twenty-nine age, gender and education matched healthy 

volunteers (8 females, mean age 61±8 years) served as controls for the emotion recognition task 

and fourteen of them (7 females, mean age 61±10 years) for the fMRI task.  

All the subjects were assessed with Minimental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein MF. et 

al. 1975) and subjects with cognitive deficits (MMSE ≤ 26) were excluded. In addition, all the 

participants were assessed with the Beck`s Depression Inventory (BDI, range for mild 

depression 12-19) (Hautzinger et al. 1995).  Furthermore, the participants of the fMRI task 

received more extensive neuropsychological assessment. Social activity was assessed by using 

an in-house questionnaire determining the number of people seen (at least one minute per 

person) on average per day and the average time spent with each person.  

ALS patients and healthy controls first performed a verbal rating of Ekman faces stimuli (facial 

expressions of emotion test; FEEST) (Young et al. 2002) showing basic emotions of anger, 

disgust, fear, sadness, surprise and happiness. For this, participants viewed 60 black-and-white 

pictures of facial expressions of basic emotions (10 stimuli of each emotion) on a computer 

screen and were asked to choose the emotion depicted on the face.   

In the fMRI task the subjects viewed the same stimuli displaying basic emotions while lying in 

a 3 Tesla whole body scanner (Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Subjects were asked 

to look at the displayed emotions without providing any additional response. An event related 

design, optimised for maximal blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal amplitude was 

used (Robinson et al. 2006).  
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2.2 Results 

Compared to the healthy controls, ALS patients of the behavioral task presented with increased 

depression (BDI: p<0.01) and the patients of the fMRI task presented with decreased premorbid 

intelligence (p<0.01) and increased depression (BDI: p<0.01).  

In the behavioral task, ALS patients recognized anger (p=0.04), disgust (p<0.01) and fear 

(p<0.01) less accurately than healthy controls. Patient subgroup measured in fMRI recognized 

fear (p<0.01), disgust (p=0.02) and happiness (p=0.03) less than healthy controls. However, 

when corrected for patients’ higher depression score only difference in rating disgust and fear 

prevailed (for both p<0.05).   

During the fMRI task of processing all types of emotional facial expressions, ALS patients 

presented with a significantly increased activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45). In 

addition, patients showed increased activity in right angular gyrus, right insula and right 

precuneus. In comparison, the patients presented with significantly decreased activity in inferior 

frontal gyrus, orbitofrontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, middle temporal gyrus and calcarine sulcus 

on the left side and in lingual gyrus, sub-lobar frontal gyrus, and cerebellum on the right side. 

When viewing sad faces ALS patients presented with increased activity in the right inferior 

frontal gyrus (p<0.005) but decreased activity in hippocampus bilaterally (p<0.005) compared 

to the healthy controls. No significant differences in brain activity between the patients and 

healthy controls were seen for any of the other emotional expressions.  

Regression analysis revealed a statistically significant positive correlation between social 

activity and activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45; p=0.003) for ALS patients (Fig 

1). This correlation was not seen for healthy controls. 
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Fig 1. Regression analysis of brain activity and social activity during processing of emotional facial 

stimuli in ALS patients. Activation in a subregion of right inferior frontal gyrus/Brodmann Area 44 and 

45. MNI-coordinates: x=44mm, y=21mm, z=30mm; cluster-size=12 voxels; T=3.36; puncorr=0.003. 

Original source: (Aho-Ozhan et al. 2016) page: 9 

 

2.3 Discussion 

The doctorate candidate aimed to study changes in emotional processing in ALS by assessing 

patients’ ability to recognize different facial emotions. Additionally, using fMRI, neural 

correlates of facial emotional processing were studied and correlated with the patients’ social 

activity.  

Our results confirm earlier findings (Lule et al. 2005; Papps et al. 2005) that emotional 

processing is impaired in ALS. Patients showed reduced performance in facial emotion 

recognition for disgust and fear. During the fMRI task of processing facial expressions, patients 

showed decreased activity in areas related to processing of negative emotions such as disgust 

and fear (Sprengelmeyer et al. 1998; Fusar-Poli et al. 2009). When processing sad faces, 

patients showed increased brain activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45), an area 

associated with imitating emotional responses, also referred to as “mirror neuron area” 

(Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004), and decreased activity in hippocampus bilaterally.  

These changes in brain activation might result from alterations in excitability of cortical areas 

suggested earlier. Several studies have reported involvement of cortical hyper excitability 

(Vucic and Kiernan 2006; Vucic et al. 2008; Menon et al. 2015) and reduced corticocortical 

inhibition (Ziemann et al. 1997) in ALS. It has also been suggested that not just hyper 

excitability but imbalance between cortical excitation and inhibition might account for the 
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changes in ALS (Khedr et al. 2011). Most likely these pathological changes also increase in the 

course of the disease being more prominent in advanced ALS, which might partly explain brain 

activity differences between patients and healthy controls in this study.  

However, some have also suggested cortical reorganisation in different cerebral networks in 

ALS (Schoenfeld et al. 2005). Functional cortical connectivity may be reduced (Mohammadi 

et al. 2009) or alternatively increased (Agosta et al. 2013) in some brain areas of ALS patients. 

Similarly, in our study when viewing emotional expressions, especially sadness, patients 

presented with increased activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus and decreased activity in 

hippocampus bilaterally. Thus, to counteract reduced hippocampal activity, patients might 

increase the activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus, which is also known to be important 

for facial expression recognition (Enticott et al. 2008). This might be considered as functional 

compensation.  

Furthermore, interestingly the possibly compensating activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus 

increased as the patient’s social activity increased. Therefore, our results also provide intriguing 

evidence for the importance of including ALS patients in social life to counteract possible 

negative effects of pathological changes on social-emotional information processing. 
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3. Pathological laughing and crying in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 

is related to frontal cortex function 

3.1 Subjects and Methods 

Overall, N=10  ALS patients with PLC (6 males, mean age 64.0±12.2 years) and N=10 healthy 

gender-, age- and education- matched controls (6 males, mean age 65.8±10.8 years) were 

included. All patients and controls completed the Center of Neurologic Study Lability Scale for 

quantification of PLC (CNS-LS) (Smith et al. 2004) regarding occurrence of emotional lability. 

It was split into positive and negative scores to differentiate between pathological laughing and 

pathological crying. Screening for cognitive deficits was performed with the Edinburgh 

Cognitive and Behavioral ALS Screen (ECAS) (Abrahams et al. 2014; Lule et al. 2015) in N=7 

patients and all controls and with the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’ s 

Disease plus Scale (CERAD plus) (Morris et al. 1988) in N=3 patients.    

Subjects were shown pictures with three different emotional qualities (happy, sad, neutral). The 

pictures were chosen from the International affective picture system (IAPS) (Lang et al. 2008). 

Subjects were asked to rate the pictures according to their emotional quality for valence on a 

non-numeric scale. While watching the pictures, subjects were listening to classical 

instrumental music sequences presented via headphones. As were the pictures, also the auditory 

stimuli were chosen from a standardized set of objectively validated happy and sad musical 

extracts that induce different mood states in normal subjects (International Affective Digital 

Sounds, IADS, http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/media/iadsmessage.html). Subjects were exposed to 

emotionally congruent and incongruent picture-music combinations. 

Additionally, for an index of valence the heart rate was acquired from electrodes attached to 

the right and left arm or leg, using an in-house amplifier. Galvanic skin response (GSR) was 

measured with electrodes fixed to the medial thenar and palm of the hand and used as an index 

of arousal. Additionally, facial electromyography (EMG) of the corrugator supercilii muscle, 

the orbicularis oris muscle and orbicularis oculi muscle were recorded to assess the activity of 

mimic muscles to detect facial expressions of certain emotions.  

3.2 Results 

All patients and controls had a normal cognitive status. ALS patients scored significantly higher 

in the “overall” CNS-LS compared to healthy controls (p<0.01). When looking at the sub-

scores, patients had a significantly higher CNS-LS-negative score compared to CNS-LS-

positive (p=0.01), while controls did not show a difference between the two sub-scores. When 
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comparing both groups, patients had also a significantly higher CNS-LS-negative score 

compared to CNS-LS-negative in controls (p<0.01).  

Both patients and controls rated pictures with different emotional contents significantly 

differently when listening to sad music compared to the condition with happy music (p<0.01). 

Compared to controls, patients rated neutral pictures accompanied by sad music more 

negatively (p=0.03). Regarding CNS-LS, we observed that patients with a high positive CNS-

LS score rated happy pictures more positively (r=0.53, p<0.01) and sad pictures more 

negatively (r=-0.34, p=0.05), while patients with a high negative CNS-LS score tended to rate 

happy pictures more negatively, indicated by non-significant correlation (r=-0.31, p=0.07).  

Patients and healthy subjects did not differ in their changes in electrophysiological responses 

during the tasks. ECAS performance assessing frontal cortex function explained the differences 

between the two musical conditions: EMG activity of the orbicularis oris muscle (p<0.01) and 

the orbicularis oculi muscle (p=0.036) and a non-significant trend for heart rate (p=0.096) and 

GSR (p=0.109). 

3.3 Discussion 

The doctorate candidate and co-authors aimed to clarify the underlying causes of bursts of 

involuntary pathological laughing and crying in ALS patients with PLC by exposing patients 

to emotionally laden (negative and positive) and neutral visual and auditory stimuli.  

Similarly to our study on emotional processing in ALS, also the results of this study on ALS 

patients with PLC suggested changes in processing of negative emotional material. Emotion 

regulation in PLC was altered at behavioral, physiological and subjective level. ALS patients 

were more susceptible to mood-incongruent (but not weak mood-congruent) stimuli and rated 

pictures with a neutral content more negatively when listening to sad music. Additionally, 

patients’ altered facial expressions recorded by EMG were explained by frontal cortex function. 

Patients also scored significantly higher on the negative (CNS-LS-negative) scale compared to 

their positive (CNS-LS-positive) scale and compared to the negative scale of the controls. This 

all suggests that patients with PLC are in general more sensitive to the negative component of 

emotion regulation.  

Our findings are in line with a previous study reporting reduced ability of PLC patients on 

regulating their facial expression voluntarily (Olney et al. 2011). ALS patients might exhibit 

reduced inhibitory mechanisms as they show an increased suggestibility and were influenced 

in their behavior when exposed to stimuli of opposing emotional content. Additionally, our 
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findings show that PLC is associated with enhanced emotional lability and is not only an 

involuntary motor activation of facial expression. 

It has been suggested that frontal cortex is crucial in pathophysiology of PLC (McCullagh et al. 

1999; Olney et al. 2011). Our results also show that EMG changes of mimic muscles elicited 

by different emotional stimuli are closely related to cognitive performance and frontal function 

in PLC patients, suggesting that altered facial expression in PLC is related to frontal cortex 

function/dysfunction.  
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4. Medical decisions are independent of cognitive impairment in 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)  

4.1 Subjects and Methods 

In total, N=169 ALS patients responded to standardized questionnaires regarding their decisions 

about NIV, IV and PEG and the hypothetical ideation to turn off these treatments in case of 

physical decline. Additionally, patients filled out the schedule of attitudes toward hastened death 

(SAHD) (Rosenfeld et al. 2000). All patients were screened for cognition by using the ECAS 

and N=140 of patients’ caregivers gave information about patients’ behavioral changes. 

Regression analyses were used to analyze association between cognition and behavior, and 

decision making. 

4.2 Results 

Deficits in at least one cognitive domain were present in N=93 ALS patients (55%). Caregivers 

reported behavioral changes for N=21 (15%) patients (mostly apathy), including N=15 (11%) 

patients with additional cognitive impairment. Logistic regression analyses showed that neither 

cognitive impairment nor behavioral changes were associated with ALS patients´ decisions 

regarding use or decline of PEG, NIV and IV, hypothetical ideation to turn off treatments in 

case of physical decline or patients’ wish for hastened death (all p>0.05).  

4.3 Discussion 

The doctorate candidate together with the co-authors addressed the claim that patient’s 

cognitive status would influence his/her tendency to accept or decline certain life prolonging 

measures (Martin et al. 2014; Connolly et al. 2015).  

Our results on a large cohort of ALS patients showed that mild to moderate cognitive and 

behavioral impairments do not have an influence on patients’ decision making for or against 

certain therapeutic measures. Therefore, decision making by proxies should not be rushed. 
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5. Experience matters: neurologists’ perspectives on ALS patients’ 

well-being  

5.1 Subjects and Methods 

In total, N=105 neurologists were included in the study. Neurologists received a questionnaire 

addressing experience of the physician with ALS, estimation of the level of quality of life and 

depressiveness of the ALS patients with NIV, IV and PEG and demographics. Experience of 

the neurologist was defined as the average number of ALS patients seen per month multiplied 

with the average number of years of experience with ALS. According to this, physicians were 

divided into groups of low (average number of ALS patients seen in total < median), moderate 

(average number of ALS patients seen in total = median) and high (average number of ALS 

patients seen in total > median) experienced neurologists. Additionally, physicians were asked 

whether they had completed palliative care training.  

Neurologists were requested to estimate the psychological well-being (depressiveness and 

quality of life) of ALS patients with NIV, IV and PEG in general. Depressiveness was assessed 

on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10 and quality of life on a Likert scale ranging from -5 to 5. 

Additionally, data of N=52 ALS patients with NIV, IV and/or PEG who had been interviewed 

in a previous study (Lule et al. 2014) on their subjective well-being were included in the study. 

Patients’ reports were compared with the neurologists’ reports on the quality of life and 

depressiveness of ALS patients with fore mentioned life prolonging measures.  

5.2 Results 

Neurologists with high experience estimated quality of life close to patients’ subjective 

estimation for all measures as no statistically significant difference was seen between them 

(NIV: p>0.01; IV: p>0.01; PEG: p>0.01). High experienced neurologists also estimated 

depressiveness of patients with PEG in the range of reports of the patients (p>0.01) but 

significantly higher for patients with NIV (p=0.001) and IV (p=0.002). In contrast to this, 

neurologists with low experience estimated depressiveness higher than what was reported by 

patients with all measures (NIV: p<0.001; IV: p<0.001; PEG: p=0.001). Less experienced 

neurologists also estimated quality of life lower for patients with IV (p=0.001) but not for 

patients with NIV (p>0.01) and PEG (p>0.01). (Fig 2). 

Negative correlation was seen between experience of neurologist (patients seen in total) and 

his/her estimation of depressiveness of patients with NIV (r=-0.217, p=0.028) and with IV (r=-

0.241, p=0.017) but not with PEG (r=-0.088, p>0.05) and positive correlation between 
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experience of neurologists and estimation of quality of life of patients with IV (r=0.263, 

p=0.009) but not with NIV (r=0.167, p>0.05) or PEG (r=0.185, p>0.05). 
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Fig 2. Rating of depressiveness (a) and quality of life (b) of ALS-patients by neurologists’ with 

varying degree of experience compared with patients’ own reports. Depressiveness estimated 

on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10 and the quality of life on a Likert scale ranging from -5 

to 5. The line charts (left figure in a and b) show change in neurologists’ estimation of patients’ 

well-being in relation to his/her experience. Box plots (right figure of a and b) show patients’ 

subjective rating on their depressiveness and quality of life. Medians, first and third quartiles, 

range and the outliers are shown. * indicates statistical significance with p<0.01 and ** with 

p<0.001 between the patients’ and neurologists’ (with either low or high experience) in Mann-

Whitney U test. Low experience: average number of ALS patients seen by the neurologist < 
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median; moderate experience: average number of ALS patients seen by neurologist = median, 

high experience: average number of ALS patients seen by neurologists > median. NIV = non-

invasive ventilation, IV=invasive ventilation, PEG=percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. 

Original source: (Aho-Özhan et al. 2017) page: 5 

 

Neurologists with completed palliative care training estimated higher quality of life for patients 

with NIV (p=0.006) and PEG (p=0.005) but not with IV (p>0.01) than the neurologists without 

palliative care training. Neurologists with and without palliative care training did not 

significantly differ in their estimation of depressiveness (NIV: p>0.01; IV: p>0.01; PEG: 

p>0.01). When comparing patients’ and the neurologists with palliative care training, no 

statistically significant difference was seen in rating of depressiveness (NIV: p>0.01; IV: 

p>0.01; PEG: p>0.01) or quality of life (NIV: p>0.01; IV: p>0.01; PEG: p>0.01). However, 

regarding quality of life neurologists without palliative care training differed in estimation for 

patients with IV (p=0.001) but not with NIV (p>0.01) or PEG (p>0.01) and in estimation of 

depressiveness with patients with all measures (NIV: p<0.001; IV: p<0.001; PEG: p<0.001). 

(Fig 3).  
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Fig 3. Estimation of patients’ depressiveness (a) and quality of life (b) by neurologists with and 

without completed palliative care training compared to patients’ subjective rating. 

Depressiveness estimated on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10 and quality of life on a Likert 

scale ranging from -5 to 5. Box plots show comparison of the neurologists’ (with completed 

palliative care training: n=12; without completed palliative care training: n=93) estimation on 

patients’ well-being as well as patients’ own reports. Medians, first and third quartiles, range 

and the outliers are shown. * Indicates statistical significance with p<0.01 and ** with p<0.001 

in Mann-Whitney U test. NIV=non-invasive ventilation, IV=invasive ventilation, 

PEG=percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy. Original source: (Aho-Özhan et al. 2017) page: 6 
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5.3 Discussion 

Based on earlier suggestions of physician’s own appraisal influencing the way he/she introduces 

therapeutic options to the patients (Uhlmann and Pearlman 1991; Sullivan et al. 1996; Junod 

Perron et al. 2002; Martin et al. 2016), the doctorate candidate aimed to assess how neurologist 

reflect the well-being of ALS patients with life prolonging measures.   

Results showed that especially neurologists with significant experience in ALS, are able to 

estimate patient’s well-being in similar range with the patient’s subjective experience. 

Similarly, neurologists with completed palliative care training estimated well-being close to 

patients’ subjective reports.  This is in line with earlier studies indicating benefits of palliative 

care training for physicians in treating patients with fatal illness (Fischer et al. 2003; Anderson 

et al. 2008; Pelayo et al. 2011; Long et al. 2016). Therefore, besides experience, our results 

support also the importance of knowledge on palliative care when treating patients with ALS.  

On the other hand, neurologists with low experience on ALS showed more difference in their 

estimation of patients well-being compared to patients’ subjective ratings. Therefore, non-

professionals’ often biased perception of well-being of patients with serious illness (Hoppe 

2013), might be also present in professionals with insufficient experience. Overall, physicians 

with significant experience are able to correctly recognize patients’ affective state and 

sympathize with their life with certain therapeutic measures. 
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6. Conclusion 

ALS is a multisystem disorder involving dysfunctions of several brain regions (Braak et al. 

2013) leading besides physical impairment to various extra-motor manifestations (Kiernan et 

al. 2011; Martinez et al. 2014; McCombe et al. 2017).  For instance, frontal cortex dysfunctions 

in ALS might cause changes in emotional processing or cognition, but also pathological 

laughing and crying. Together with reducing physical function, possibly extra-motor symptoms 

have an influence on patients’ contentment in life and affective state. The current work 

highlights these changes at behavioral and physiological level. 

However, some extra-motor impairments might be counteracted by positive social contacts and 

they are not necessarily associated with patients’ psychosocial adaptation and decision making 

regarding life prolonging measures. Additionally, psychological well-being of ALS patients 

with life prolonging measures might often be underestimated by social environment with 

insufficient knowledge on the disease. On the other hand, patients’ good psychosocial 

adaptation is probably well understood among neurologists with significant experience in ALS. 

Therefore, patients with a rare disease such as ALS would be ideally treated by experienced 

neurologists, when they might receive both more advanced medical expertise and better 

understanding for their condition with regard to psychological well-being.  

All in all, the findings of the current work can be considered important for the understanding 

of the pathological processes in ALS and for the therapeutic relationship in the clinical setting 

encouraging clinicians to emphasize the importance of social factors in counselling. Correct 

interpretation of symptoms of PLC and ability to reflect the psychological well-being of ALS 

patients with life prolonging interventions are also valuable aspects in the professional 

relationship between the physician and the patient. This is especially important in ALS where 

options for symptom management are limited and their timely employment often crucial for 

patient’s survival and satisfactory life with the disease. The results also present intriguing 

information which will promote researchers in providing pathological models of ALS taking 

the extra-motor changes such as emotional processing or pathological laughing and crying into 

account.  
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7. Summary 

In addition to physical impairment, patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) may 

present with some extra-motor symptoms such as changes in emotional processing, behavior 

and cognition. So far it has not been fully understood how these symptoms interfere with 

patients’ well-being and how they influence medical encounter with professionals. Therefore, 

the aim was to study extra-motor manifestations including emotional processing, signs of 

pathological laughing and crying and cognition. Additionally, impact of these on patients’ 

decision status for or against therapeutic interventions and professionals’ perspective on the 

influence of these interventions on patients’ well-being were studied.   

Emotional processing in ALS was studied by asking patients (N=30) and healthy controls 

(N=29) to rate basic facial emotions on a computer screen and view the facial expressions in a 

functional magnetic resonance image scanner (subset of N=15 patients and N=14 healthy 

controls) while their cortical activity was recorded. Furthermore, patients (N=10) and healthy 

controls (N=10) were asked to rate emotionally laden and neutral pictures while listening to 

happy or sad music extracts. This was correlated with their emotional lability score. Influence 

of patients’ cognition on their therapy preferences was studied by including N=169 patients 

who filled out a questionnaire on their decision making regarding life prolonging measures. 

This was correlated with patients’ cognitive status. Finally, physicians perspectives were 

studied by asking N=105 neurologists to estimate depressiveness and quality of life of ALS 

patients with life prolonging measures and by comparing these with patients’ subjective ratings.  

Emotional processing, especially of negative material, was impaired: ALS patients recognized 

disgust and fear less than healthy controls and showed decreased activity in cortical areas 

related to these emotions. Especially when viewing sad faces patients presented with decreased 

activity in hippocampus bilaterally together with increased activity in the right inferior frontal 

gyrus, which was positively correlated with the patient’s social activity. This suggests a 

compensatory cortical function that might be enhanced by positive influence of social activity 

in life.  

ALS patients with pathological laughing and/or crying tended to rate neutral pictures 

accompanied by sad music more negatively. Patients with a high positive emotional lability 

score rated happy pictures more positively and sad pictures more negatively, while patients with 

a high negative lability score rated happy pictures more negatively. Therefore, our results 

suggest that ALS patients with pathological laughing and/or crying might exhibit reduced 
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inhibitory mechanisms and are in general more sensitive to the negative component of emotion 

regulation.  

Patients’ decisions regarding life prolonging measures, hypothetical ideation to turn off these 

measures or patients’ wish for hastened death were not associated with their cognitive status or 

behavioral changes. Therefore, decision making by proxies should not necessarily be rushed. 

Furthermore, with regards to patients’ psychological well-being with life prolonging measures, 

highly experienced neurologists estimated quality of life and depressiveness closer to patients’ 

subjective estimation than neurologists with low experience on ALS. Thus, neurologists with 

significant experience are able to correctly recognize patients’ affective state and sympathize 

with their life with certain therapeutic measures. Similarly, in contrast to those without 

palliative care training, neurologists with palliative care training estimated depressiveness and 

quality of life of patients similarly with patients’ subjective ratings.  

Some in ALS occurring extra-motor symptoms might be counteracted by positive social 

contacts and they are not necessarily associated with patients’ psychosocial adaptation and 

decision making regarding life prolonging measures. Patients’ well-being might often be 

underestimated by social environment with insufficient knowledge on the disease. On the other 

hand, patients’ good psychosocial adaptation is probably well understood among highly 

experienced neurologists. Therefore, patients with a rare disease such as ALS would be ideally 

treated by experienced neurologists, when they might receive both more advanced medical 

expertise and better understanding for their condition with regard to psychological well-being. 
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Abstract

Introduction

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) primarily impairs motor abilities but also affects cogni-

tion and emotional processing. We hypothesise that subjective ratings of emotional stimuli

depicting social interactions and facial expressions is changed in ALS. It was found that

recognition of negative emotions and ability to mentalize other’s intentions is reduced.

Methods

Processing of emotions in faces was investigated. A behavioural test of Ekman faces

expressing six basic emotions was presented to 30 ALS patients and 29 age-, gender and

education matched healthy controls. Additionally, a subgroup of 15 ALS patients that were

able to lie supine in the scanner and 14 matched healthy controls viewed the Ekman faces

during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Affective state and a number of daily

social contacts were measured.

Results

ALS patients recognized disgust and fear less accurately than healthy controls. In fMRI,

reduced brain activity was seen in areas involved in processing of negative emotions repli-

cating our previous results. During processing of sad faces, increased brain activity was

seen in areas associated with social emotions in right inferior frontal gyrus and reduced

activity in hippocampus bilaterally. No differences in brain activity were seen for any of the

other emotional expressions. Inferior frontal gyrus activity for sad faces was associated

with increased amount of social contacts of ALS patients.

Conclusion

ALS patients showed decreased brain and behavioural responses in processing of disgust

and fear and an altered brain response pattern for sadness. The negative consequences of
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neurodegenerative processes in the course of ALS might be counteracted by positive emo-

tional activity and positive social interactions.

Introduction

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a multi-system disorder with the most prominent fea-
ture of progressive pyramidal tract pathology but also involving extra-motor cortical areas and
other spinal systems [1]. Prefrontal cortical dysfunctions may occur in 30–40% of ALS patients
[2]. Furthermore, ALS patients may present with reduced memory capacity for i.e. emotional
material [3]. Other domains of emotional processing are similarly affected such as evaluation
of emotional stimuli of social situations. ALS patients regard negative pictures as less arousing
and more positive [4]. Neurodegeneration of cortical [1,5] and limbic structures such as the
amygdala [6] and nucleus accumbens [7] might affect emotional processing abilities especially
for aversive emotional information [8] but environmental factors may also contribute to these
changes [9]. Furthermore, reduced afferent peripheral inflow (i.e. “somatic markers”) [10] to
subcortical and cortical networks such as the limbic system may explain variance in emotional
processing and “dampening” of negative feelings.

As ALS patients often face an increasing dependency on others, changes in emotional per-
ception might become especially burdensome for the caretakers and clinical staff [11]. Evidence
from previous studies suggests cortical compensatory functional reorganization especially in
the early course of ALS [12]. Whether these reorganisation processes have a compensatory
effect at behavioural level is not clear.

In the current study, emotional processing of facial cues was measured in ALS patients
compared to healthy participants. Using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we
explored brain processing of emotional facial expressions in a subgroup of ALS patients and
healthy participants.

Furthermore, degree of brain activity was correlated with degree of depression and number
of social contacts in everyday life across all the subjects, as we have hypothesized that positive
contact with caregivers and family reduces negative emotional perception and improves posi-
tive emotional response in ALS [9].

Methods

Participants

Thirty patients (16 females; 21 with spinal, 9 with bulbar onset; mean age 60±10 years) diag-
nosed with probable or definite ALS according to the revised El Escorial criteria [13] by a
board certified neurologist, participated in the emotion recognition task and a subgroup of fif-
teen patients (5 females, all sporadic cases, all spinal onset, mean age 54±12 years) in the fMRI
paradigm. ALS patients were consecutively recruited from the outpatient clinic of the Depart-
ment of Neurology at the University of Ulm. All the patients had at least six months between
the diagnosis and testing.

Patients’ disease status was assessed with ALS functional rating scale revised (ALS-FRS-R)
[14]. Patients who met the criteria of frontotemporal dementia (FTD) were excluded. N = 12
patients were intermittently treated by non-invasive ventilation and had shortness of breath
when lying supine in the scanner and N = 4 patients used a wheelchair. They were all excluded
from the fMRI study.
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Twenty-nine age, gender and education matched healthy volunteers (8 females, mean age
61±8 years) served as controls for the emotion recognition task and fourteen of them (7
females, mean age 61±10 years) for the fMRI paradigm. Healthy controls were contacted via
email by the organizing committee for senior education at the University of Ulm. All the
patients and healthy controls were also included in another study reported previously [15].

The participants were all right-handed [16] with normal vision. None of the patients and
healthy controls had a history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. N = 24 patients received
Riluzole, including all the patients participating in the fMRI paradigm. The participants received
no other medication affecting central nervous system.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of the Universities of Ulm and Tübingen
(174/2008) and was performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964
Declaration of Helsinki. All healthy controls and patients gave written informed consent prior
to inclusion in the study.

Neuropsychological assessment

To make sure the participants were able to understand instructions they all were screened for
major cognitive deficits by assessing Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) [17]. Patients
with cognitive deficits (cut-off� 26) were excluded. In addition, all the participants were
assessed with the Beck`s Depression Inventory (BDI, range for mild depression 12–19) [18].

Furthermore, the participants of the fMRI paradigm received more extensive neuropsycho-
logical assessment. They were screened for cognitive deficits by assessing the MMSE and a
Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-Intelligenztest (MWT-B) measuring premorbid crystallized verbal
intelligence [19]. Additionally, specific neuropsychological testing was focused on frontal lobe
functions including verbal fluency (Regensburg Fluency Test) [20], design fluency (5-Point
Fluency Test) [21] and attention (Symbol Digit Modalities Test) [22]. Social contacts were
assessed by using an in-house questionnaire determining social activity as the number of peo-
ple seen (at least one minute per person) on average per day and the average time spent with
each person.

Experimental design

Facial emotion processing at behavioural level. ALS patients and healthy controls first
performed a verbal rating of Ekman faces stimuli (facial expressions of emotion test; FEEST)
[23]. For the verbal rating task participants viewed 60 black-and-white pictures of facial expres-
sions of basic emotions (10 stimuli of each emotion: anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise and
happiness) on a computer screen. Participants were asked to choose either of six displayed
emotions according to what he/she most likely saw expressed on the face. Faces were displayed
for 6s but participants had unlimited time to tick the box of any of the six displayed emotions.

Facial emotion processing at functional cortical level (fMRI). In the fMRI paradigm an
event related design, optimised for maximal blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal
amplitude was used [24]. Basic emotions of anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise and happiness
were presented. In total 24 stimuli of each of the six emotions (including emotion intensities of
50%, 75% and 100%, 8 stimuli of each), 45 neutral faces and 45 “meaningless” stimuli with ran-
dom scattered patterns were presented in a randomized order. The stimuli were presented in
three trials consisting of 26 stimulation sequences. Each stimulation sequence was 14s of dura-
tion consisting stimulus of epochs of 5s (a block of three stimuli of about 1s interleaved by rest
epochs of about 1s) and followed by a rest period of 9s, similar to the methods described earlier
[5] (Fig 1). Stimuli were presented via video goggles in pseudo-randomised order balanced
with respect to the categories of basic emotions.
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fMRI Data Acquisition and analysis. Images were acquired using a 3 Tesla whole body
scanner (Symphony, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). T1-weighted anatomical images and func-
tional images were collected as described earlier [5]. To optimize data acquisition, imaging
slice orientation was tilted by 30° [25].

Image processing was performed using SPM8 (Statistical parametric mapping, Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK) [26] as described previously [5]. The
parameter estimates were modelled with six regressors for the basic emotions anger, disgust,
fear, sadness, surprise and happiness. Each regressor was parametrically described according
to intensity of emotional expression ranging from neutral to 50%, 75% and 100% (Fig 1).
Regressors were convolved with a theoretical hemodynamic response function (hrf; sum of two
gamma functions) [27]. The voxel time series were high pass filtered (time constant 141s) and
the noise component in the model was described by a first order autoregressive model.

Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed with Statistical package for Social Sciences (SPSS version
21.0 IBM). Mean values ± standard deviations are given in the tables. One-way ANOVAs with
between factor group (ALS patients, healthy controls) and within factors demographics, psy-
chological adjustment (depression), and neuropsychological test performance were conducted.
For behavioral performance of face recognition ability, ANCOVA with between factor group
(ALS patients, healthy controls) and within subject factor facial emotion (percentage of cor-
rectly identified emotions) corrected for depressiveness was used. A threshold of p<0.05 was
adopted for statistical significance.

For fMRI data, individual weighting factors of the emotion regressors for each participant
and trial were computed. Individual parametric maps were subjected to a second level group
(ALS patients vs. healthy controls) analysis using a two way ANOVA with emotional facial
expressions for between-group differences.

The association between BOLD response and level of degree of social contacts was tested
using a second level analysis of simple regression. Only areas with a significance of uncorrected

Fig 1. Example sequence of the event related fMRI paradigm of different intensities of emotions and meaningless and neutral stimuli. In

total three trials, each including 26 stimulation sequences was presented. A stimulation sequence consisted of a block of three stimuli of one second

interleaved by rest epochs of one second. Each block was followed by a rest period of nine seconds. Stimulus blocks of different emotions (anger,

disgust, fear, sadness, surprise and happiness; here only fear and happiness are displayed as examples) with different intensities and neutral and

meaningless stimuli were presented in a randomized order. Reprinted from FEEST [23] under a CC BY license, with permission from Paul Ekman

Group, LLC, original copyright 2002.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.g001
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p<0.005 at voxel level and with an extended cluster threshold� 12 voxels were considered
significant.

Results

Demographic, clinical, social and neuropsychological variables

ALS patients and healthy controls were matched with respect to demographics (Tables 1 and
2). ALS patients of the behavioural task presented with increased depression (BDI: p<0.01)
compared to healthy controls (Table 1). The patients of the fMRI paradigm presented with
decreased premorbid intelligence (p<0.01) and increased depression (BDI: p<0.01), compared
to the healthy controls. No statistically significant difference was seen between patients and
healthy controls in other neuropsychological variables or in degree of social contacts (Table 2).

Facial emotion processing at behavioural level

ALS patients (n = 30) recognized anger (p = 0.04), disgust (p<0.01) and fear (p<0.01) less
accurately than healthy controls (Fig 2, Table 3). Patient subgroup (n = 15) measured in fMRI
recognized fear (p<0.01), disgust (p = 0.02) and happiness (p = 0.03) less than healthy controls
(Table 3). However, analysis of covariance revealed that variance between the patients and the
control groups in rating angry faces and happy faces were explained by the higher depression
of the patients compared to healthy controls (p>0.05, when corrected for depression). Higher
depression score of the patients did not explain the variance in rating of disgust and fear (both
p<0.05 when corrected for depression).

BOLD-Response to emotional facial expressions: ALS patients versus

controls

During the fMRI task of processing all types of emotional facial expressions, ALS patients pre-
sented with a significantly increased activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45). In addi-
tion, patients showed increased activity in right angular gyrus, right insula and right precuneus
(Fig 3; Table 4). In comparison, the patients presented with significantly decreased activity
in inferior frontal gyrus, orbitofrontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, middle temporal gyrus and

Table 1. Participants of the behavioral emotion recognition task.

ALS-patients N = 30 Healthy controls N = 29

mean±SD mean±SD F p

Age [years] 60±10 61±8 0.39 0.54

Gender 16 females 8 females 4.2 0.05

Education [years] 9.7±1.5 10.0±1.7 0.83 0.37

Symptom onset 21 spinal N/A

ALS-FRS-R 27.9±11.4 N/A

Disease duration [months] 41±18 N/A

Progression rate 0.9 ± 0.7 N/A

Depression

BDI 12.9±4.9 6.2±4.0 32.24 <0.01*

Dementia

MMSE 29.5±0.8 29.7±0.7 0.90 0.35

ALS-FRS-R: ALS functional rating scale revised [14]; BDI: Beck´s Depression Inventory; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination.

* indicates statistical significance with p<0.05 in a two-sample t-test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.t001
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calcarine sulcus on the left side and in lingual gyrus, sub-lobar frontal gyrus, and cerebellum
on the right side (Table 5).

Response to different types of emotional facial expressions: ALS patients versus con-
trols. Significant differences between the ALS patients and healthy controls were seen only for
sad faces. Compared to the healthy controls ALS patients presented with increased activity in
the right inferior frontal gyrus (p<0.005) but decreased activity in hippocampus bilaterally
(p<0.005), when processing images of sad faces. No significant differences in brain activity
between the patients and healthy controls were seen for any of the other emotional expressions.

Brain responses to emotional facial expressions: association with cognition and social
contacts. Premorbid intelligence was the only assessed neuropsychological domain where
the patients presented with significantly lower scores than the controls. However, a post-hoc

Table 2. Participants of the fMRI paradigm.

ALS-patients N = 15 Healthy controls N = 14

mean±SD mean±SD F p

Age [years] 54±12 61±10 2.9 0.10

Gender 5 females 7 females 0.79 0.38

Education [years] 10.1±1.6 10.8±1.6 0.83 0.37

Symptom onset 15 spinal N/A

ALS-FRS-R 28.7±9.6 N/A

Disease duration [months] 33 ± 18 N/A

Progression rate 1.0 ± 0.7 N/A

Handedness All right handed All right handed

Depression

BDI 14.3±5.3 4.5±3.9 16.8 <0.01*

Social contacts

Number 16±15 25±34 0.7 0.40

Hours 12.5±8.4 8.4±7.4 1.9 0.20

Dementia

MMSE 29.6±0.7 29.1±0.9 2.3 0.14

Premorbid crystallized verbal intelligence

MWT-B 98.0±12.6 117.4± 0.0 16.1 <0.01*

Phonematic verbal fluency

single initial letter (“p”) 10.2±5.5 21.0±2.8 6.4 0.05

alternating initial letters (”g” and “r”) 15.2±4.9 17.0±4.2 0.2 0.67

Semantic verbal fluency

animals 27.0±8.3 35.5±0.7 1.9 0.23

Design fluency

5-point fluency 25.0±7.2 38.5±10.6 3.6 0.13

Attention

SDMT 39.2±7.2 54.5±9.2 5.7 0.06

ALS-FRS-R: ALS functional rating scale revised version; BDI: Beck´s Depression Inventory; Number: people seen (at least for a one minute per person) on

average per day; Hours: hours spent with people on average per day; MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination; MWT-B: Mehrfachwahl-Wortschatz-

Intelligenztest-B, premorbid crystallized verbal intelligence test; Phonematic verbal fluency single initial letter (“p”): listing words with initial letter “p”, age-

scaled percentile; verbal fluency alternating initial letters (“g” and “r”): listing alternating words with initial letters “g” and “r”, age-scaled percentile; Semantic

verbal fluency animals: listing animals, age-scaled percentile; 5-Point fluency: non-verbal design fluency; SDMT: Symbol Digit Modalities Test—correct

items.

* indicates statistical significance with p<0.05 in a two-sample t-test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.t002
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regression analysis of fMRI responses and premorbid intelligence provided no association of
premorbid intelligence and the number of activated voxels in the patients’ brain areas with
decreased or increased activation.

Regression analysis revealed a statistically significant positive correlation between number
of social contacts and activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45; p = 0.003) for ALS
patients (Fig 4). This correlation was not seen for healthy controls.

Discussion

In the current study, faces of the six basic emotions were presented to medium and advanced
affected ALS patients and healthy controls. Data of correct emotion categorization and cortical
BOLD responses in fMRI were recorded.

Fig 2. Number of correct categorizations of facial emotion expressions. * indicates statistical significance with p<0.05

and ** indicates statistical significance with p<0.01 between patients (n = 30) and healthy controls (n = 29) in a two-sample t-

test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.g002

Table 3. Means and standard deviations of correct categorization of facial stimuli in ALS patients and healthy controls of the emotion recogni-

tion task at behavioral level of all patients and patients that participated in fMRI.

ALS patients

N = 30

ALS patients (fMRI)

N = 15

Healthy controls

N = 29

ALS patients (n = 30) vs.

healthy controls

ALS patients (n = 15) vs.

healthy controls

Emotion mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD F p F p

Anger 6.53 ± 2.68 6.80 ± 2.54 7.55 ± 2.13 4.6 0.04* 1.1 0.31

Disgust 6.27 ± 2.55 5.73 ± 3.03 7.83 ± 2.33 9.8 <0.01** 3.2 0.02*

Fear 3.23 ± 1.87 3.47 ± 2.07 5.52 ± 2.21 34.2 <0.01** 0.1 <0.01**

Happiness 9.63 ±0.67 9.40 ± 0.83 9.83 ± 0.47 2.5 0.11 6.9 0.03*

Sadness 6.70 ± 2.00 6.53 ± 2.23 6.62 ± 2.09 0.3 0.60 0.3 0.90

Surprise 8.23 ± 1.52 7.53 ± 1.73 8.03 ± 1.48 0.7 0.39 0.3 0.32

* indicates statistical significance with p<0.05

** with p<0.01 in a two-sample t-test.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.t003
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Patients showed reduced performance in facial emotion recognition for disgust and fear.
Patients presented with increased activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus and decreased
activity in hippocampus bilaterally during processing of emotions in faces, especially for sad-
ness. Activity in the right inferior frontal gyrus was positively correlated with number of daily
social contacts.

ALS patients reduced recognition of disgust and fear might be interpreted as a change in the
network of facial emotion processing. Lower cognitive abilities of ALS patients suggested ear-
lier [28] most likely do not account for the changes in emotion recognition, as most of the tests
assessing cognition did not reveal significant difference between the patients and the controls.

During the fMRI task of processing facial expressions, patients showed decreased activity in
areas related to the emotions they also recognized less. Reduced brain activity was seen i.e. in
left middle temporal and left precentral gyrus that might be involved in processing of negative
facial expressions like disgust [29]. Furthermore, patients showed reduced activity in left infe-
rior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45), an area known to be involved in processing of facial expressions
of anger and fear [30].

When analyzing brain activities for each emotion separately, differences between the
patients and controls were found only for sad faces. When processing sad faces patients showed

Fig 3. Increased activation of ALS patients compared to healthy controls when processing different

emotional facial expressions. Activation in a sub region of the right inferior frontal gyrus (MNI coordinates:

x = 49mm y = 18mm z = 30mm; cluster size = 37 voxels; T = 3.53; puncorr = 0.001), right angular gyrus (MNI

coordinates: x = 56mm y = -58mm z = 34mm; cluster size = 102 voxels; T = 4.40; puncorr<0.001) and right

precuneus (MNI coordinates: x = 6mm y = -62mm z = 34mm; cluster size = 31 voxels; T = 3.42; puncorr = 0.001).

Activations show areas with significant increase of activity in patients in average for all emotions.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.g003

Table 4. Regions of increased activation in processing emotional facial stimuli in ALS patients compared to healthy controls (all emotions

averaged).

Area Left/Right MNI Coordinates Cluster Size T puncorr

Angular Gyrus R 56–58 34 102 4.40 <0.001

Insula R 38 28 5 16 3.77 <0.001

IFG R 49 18 30 37 3.53 0.001

Precuneus R 6–62 34 31 3.42 0.001

Displayed are clusters >15 voxels with uncorrected threshold of p<0.001; IFG = Inferior Frontal Gyrus

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.t004
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increased brain activity in right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45), an area associated with imi-
tating emotional responses, also often called “mirror neuron area” [31] and decreased activity
in hippocampus bilaterally.

Hippocampus is a main target for storage and retrieval of information and memory [32]
and it might be affected in the course of ALS [1] thus being associated with memory
impairment in ALS [33]. Healthy controls might use hippocampus for memory retrieval to cor-
rectly categorize emotional expressions [34], whereas patients may have impaired access to this
retrieval loop. Alternatively, the patients might increase the activation in the right inferior fron-
tal gyrus, which is also known to be important for facial expression recognition [35].

However, this all remains highly speculative as hippocampus is considered to be mainly
involved in retrieval of recent memories [36] which is not the case in facial emotion recognition.

Table 5. Regions of decreased activation in processing emotional facial stimuli in ALS patients compared to healthy controls (all emotions

averaged).

Area Left/Right MNI Coordinates Cluster Size T puncorr

OFG L -26 39–16 98 7.47 <0.001

MTG L -55–54 0 283 6.25 <0.001

-59–40 9 28 4.92 <0.001

Precentral Gyrus L -44 7 51 42 5.48 <0.001

Lingual Gyrus R 13–87–8 44 5.17 <0.001

IFG L -44 36 26 70 5.07 <0.001

sub-lobar Frontal Gyrus R 17 32–8 20 4.94 <0.001

Calcarine Sulcus L -26–58–9 43 4.61 <0.001

Cerebellum R 31–54–42 25 4.56 <0.001

Displayed are clusters >15 voxels with uncorrected threshold of p<0.001; IFG = Inferior Frontal Gyrus; OFG = Orbitofrontal Gyrus; MTG = Middle Temporal

Gyrus

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.t005

Fig 4. Regression analysis of brain activity and social contacts during processing of emotional facial stimuli

in ALS patients. Activation in a subregion of right inferior frontal gyrus/Brodmann Area 44 and 45. MNI-coordinates:

x = 44mm, y = 21mm, z = 30mm; cluster-size = 12 voxels; T = 3.36; puncorr = 0.003.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164655.g004
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Also the patients of the current study did not show any memory deficits. Alternatively, other
aspects might account for the change in cortical activity. Several studies have reported involve-
ment of cortical hyper excitability [37,38,39] and reduced corticocortical inhibition [40] in ALS.
It has also been suggested that not just hyper excitability but imbalance between cortical excita-
tion and inhibition might take place in ALS [41]. Most likely these pathological changes also
increase in the course of the disease being more prominent in advanced ALS, which might partly
explain brain activity differences between patients and healthy controls in the current study.

Some have suggested cortical reorganisation in different cerebral networks in ALS [1,12].
Functional cortical connectivity may be reduced [42] or alternatively increased [43] in some
brain areas of ALS patients. Until now, there has been no evidence for a functional relevance of
these reorganisation processes. Therefore, this is to our knowledge the first study on emotional
processing in ALS suggesting that in the course of ALS increased activity (in right inferior fron-
tal areas) might be considered as functional compensation and reorganization in the best sense.

Furthermore, the increased activity in inferior frontal gyrus was associated with increased
number of daily social contacts of ALS patients. This suggests that positive impact of social
contacts on affective state might be reflected in the inferior frontal gyrus network activity. It
has been suggested that social contacts are a protective factor against cognitive decline [44].
Thus, neurodegenerative processes in the course of ALS might be counteracted by positive
emotional activity in social life, possibly via the indirect pathway of reducing depression in
patients at later stages of the disease.

The ALS sample investigated here showed increased depression compared to the healthy
sample. Depressive mood increases after the diagnosis but even already one year before the
diagnosis patients may show increased depression [45]. However, often in the course of the
disease acceptance of artificial respiration, quality of life and depression draw closer to the level
of the healthy population [15,46,47]. In the later phases of the disease patient’s attention is
focused on caretaking family members [15] and many caretakers show a positive attitude and
positive emotional responsiveness to the patient thus increasing the force of the positive emo-
tional-social buffer [48].

These data replicate our earlier results with a comparable group of ALS patients using the
IAPS. We found increased positive affective responding to positive slides and decreased nega-
tive affective responding to negative emotional slides in ALS compared to the matched controls
[4]. In another study of ours, ALS patients demonstrated positive subjective responding and
increased activity in the supramarginal gyrus in the course of the disease [9]. The supramargi-
nal gyrus just as the right inferior frontal gyrus can be considered as part of the brain network
related to positive emotional-social perception [9]. Overall, the current study provides intrigu-
ing evidence for the importance of including ALS patients in social life to counteract possible
negative effects of pathological changes on social-emotional information processing.

Limitations

A shortcoming of our study is the limited number of patients. However, the criterion of a
homogenous group and the time consuming investigations were limiting factors for participa-
tion. Furthermore, patients showed reduced scores in premorbid crystallized verbal intelli-
gence, which however was unlikely affecting the performance of the patients as we found no
correlation of premorbid intelligence and the number of activated voxels in the areas described.
Patients were also able to perform the task properly and presented with increased activity in
prefrontal areas rather than reduced activity as it might be expected in case of cognitive deficits
or FTD.
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Additionally, patient cohort presented with increased depression compared to controls. It
has been shown that depressed individuals are more reactive to sad faces [49] and might direct
more attention to images expressing sadness [50] which could explain increased cortical activa-
tion when viewing sad faces. Furthermore, depression is associated with impaired memory
[51] and reduced hippocampal volume [52] which might lead to reduced hippocampal activa-
tion as seen in the patients of the current study. Additionally, depressed individuals might have
difficulties with selective attention [50], which may reduce performance in the emotion recog-
nition task. However, in the current sample there was no evidence for globally impaired atten-
tion performance, neither in neuropsychological assessment nor in the facial recognition task.

Furthermore, unlike mostly in the studies on depression none of our patients presented
with clinically relevant depression according to the criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [53]. Despite the significant difference between the
patients and healthy controls in depression score, the patient cohort presented only with mild
depression, some having no depressive symptoms at all. Therefore, it is unlikely that patients’
increased negative mood heavily influenced their emotion processing at behavioural or cortical
level.
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Abstract The syndrome of pathological laughing and

crying (PLC) is characterized by episodes of involuntary

outbursts of emotional expression. Although this phe-

nomenon has been referred to for over a century, a clear-

cut clinical definition is still lacking, and underlying

pathophysiological mechanisms are not well understood. In

particular, it remains ill-defined which kind of stimuli—

contextually appropriate or inappropriate—elicit episodes

of PLC, and if the phenomenon is a result of a lack of

inhibition from the frontal cortex (‘‘top-down-theory’’) or

due to an altered processing of sensory inputs at the

brainstem level (‘‘bottom-up-theory’’). To address these

questions, we studied ten amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(ALS) patients with PLC and ten controls matched for age,

sex and education. Subjects were simultaneously exposed

to either emotionally congruent or incongruent visual and

auditory stimuli and were asked to rate pictures according

to their emotional quality. Changes in physiological

parameters (heart rate, galvanic skin response, activity of

facial muscles) were recorded, and a standardized self-

assessment lability score (CNS-LS) was determined.

Patients were influenced in their rating behaviour in a

negative direction by mood-incongruent music. Compared

to controls, they were influenced by negative stimuli, i.e.

they rated neutral pictures more negatively when listening

to sad music. Patients rated significantly higher on the

CNS-LS. In patients, changes of electromyographic

activity of mimic muscles during different emotion-elicit-

ing conditions were explained by frontal cortex dysfunc-

tion. We conclude that PLC is associated with altered

emotional suggestibility and that it is preferentially elicited

by mood-incongruent stimuli. In addition, physiological

reactions as well as behavioural changes suggest that this

phenomenon is primarily an expression of reduced inhibi-

tory activity of the frontal cortex, since frontal dysfunction

could explain changes in physiological parameters in the

patient group. We consider these findings being important

for the clinical interpretation of emotional reactions of ALS

patients.

Keywords Pathological laughing and crying �
Pseudobulbar affect � Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis �
Frontal cortex � Emotion induction

Introduction

Pathological laughing and crying (PLC) or pseudobulbar

affect (PBA) describes episodes of involuntary, often

irresistible attacks of laughing and/or crying and is part of a

large variety of neurological conditions, but most common

in patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS)

[5, 7, 9, 26]: some estimate that up to 50 % of this patient

group, in particular those with bulbar deficits, are affected

by this condition [15]. Although the first description of this

phenomenon by Oppenheim and Siemerling dates back to

the end of the nineteenth century [20], a clear-cut clinical

definition is still lacking. PLC is commonly described as

being preferentially provoked by inappropriate or incon-

gruent stimuli [19, 22], while others claim that even

unspecific stimuli, i.e. stimuli without any specific emo-

tional quality for healthy subjects, account for PLC in
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patients [23]. Hartje [8] asserts that PLC represents a pat-

tern of motor dysinhibition phenomena being provoked by

unspecific stimuli or emerging spontaneously without

being associated with any emotional changes.

As diverse as the definitions are the proposed theories

about possible underlying pathomechanisms. Two main

hypotheses are being discussed: The first one, also called

‘‘top-down’’ theory, has been proposed by Wilson [29] who

hypothesized that phenomena of exaggerated or involun-

tary emotional expression were caused by lesions of the

motor cortex. These lesions are supposed to result in a loss

of voluntary control of functional brain stem regions con-

trolling emotional expression. For almost a century, this

theory was regarded as the best to explain the phenomena

caused by PLC and PBA. The second, more recent theory

claims that the brainstem response itself is impaired in

patients with PLC, which in turn generates a pathological

and exaggerated reaction to certain sensory stimuli [21].

This theory was proposed based on observations of dif-

ferent lesions such as stroke [5, 23], abscess [22], or

tumours [24] in the pons, cerebellum, and brainstem.

Additionally, one recent single photon emission computed

tomography study showed decreased serotonin transporter

density in the midbrain/pons of stroke patients with PLC

[18]. Of note, this study only focussed on pons, midbrain,

thalamus and hypothalamus, thus no conclusions can be

drawn regarding possible alterations in other brain regions.

Surprisingly, although PLC is a common feature in

ALS, only few studies exist targeting the phenomenon in

this specific patient group in a systematic approach. One

recent diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study in ALS

patients exhibiting PLC showed disruption of fiber tracts

descending from the fronto-temporal cortex towards the

pons [6]. In a neuropsychological study, McCullagh et al.

[14] found that ALS patients with PLC show significant

impairment in performing tasks related to frontal cortex

function. In a more recent study, Olney et al. [19] report on

ALS patients with PLC showing difficulties regulating their

facial expression and their emotion voluntarily, which was

interpreted as a result of impaired frontal cortex inhibitory

activity.

In this psychophysiological study, we address the

pathogenesis of PLC by exposing ALS patients to simul-

taneously presented visual and auditory stimuli, which

were either emotionally congruent or incongruent. We

designed this setting to systematically address the follow-

ing questions:

(a) Is PLC in ALS an exaggerated response to compar-

atively weak emotional stimuli or an inappropriate

response to emotionally incongruent stimuli?

(b) Is the phenomenon associated with a pathological

modulation of emotional stimuli in a ‘‘bottom-up’’-

loop or is it due to reduced inhibition of emotional

behaviour display due to frontal cortex dysfunction

(‘‘top-down’’-loop)?

Materials and methods

Subjects

Ten patients with ALS and PLC/PBA (six males, mean age

64.0 ± 12.2 years,mean education years 14.0 ± 2.7) and ten

healthy sex-, age- and education-matched controls (sixmales,

mean age 65.8 ± 10.8 years, mean education years

13.2 ± 3.6; p = 0.73 for mean age; p = 0.84 for education

years) were studied. Patients were recruited from the

Department of Neurology of the University Hospital of Ulm,

Germany. The patients had been diagnosed with ALS

according to the revised El Escorial Criteria [4]. Initial

symptoms (bulbar or spinal), site of onset (upper or lower

extremity, proximal or distal, bulbar, trunk), ALS functional

rating scale (ALS-FRS), and the age of the patient at disease

onset were recorded as reported by the patients and their rel-

atives and patients were clinically examined. The patients and

controls included in this study had no history of other neuro-

logical or psychiatric disorders. All patients and controls had

given written informed consent. All experiments were con-

ducted according to the principles expressed in the Declara-

tion of Helsinki. The study was approved by the Ethics

Committee of the University Hospital of Ulm (No. 157/13).

Mean age at disease onset was 63.6 ± 10.5 years, mean

ALS-FRS at the time of the study was 30.7 ± 10.2. Seven

out of ten PLC patients showed a bulbar disease onset. Two

patients (both with a bulbar onset) had died at the end of

this study, with a total disease duration from symptom

onset to death of 21 and 19 months, respectively. Table 1

gives an overview over the clinical data and psychological

measures of the ALS patients and controls.

Neuropsychological testing

All patients and controls completed the Center of Neuro-

logic Study Lability Scale for quantification of PLC (CNS-

LS) [28] to quantify the occurrence of emotional lability. A

score of 13 points was set as the cut-off for emotional

lability, as suggested by Smith et al. [28]. To differentiate

between pathological laughing and pathological crying, we

split the CNS-LS into questions scanning for sadness

(questions 1,3,6; maximum score 15; CNS-LS-neg-raw)

and for laughing (questions 2,4,5,6; maximum score 20;

CNS-LS-pos-raw) and determined the individual CNS-LS-

pos and CNS-LS-neg percentage score (CNS-LS-pos/neg-

raw divided by maximum score in this subscale times 100).
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Screening for cognitive deficits mirroring frontal cortex

function was performed by a board certified psychologist

using the German version of the Edinburgh Cognitive and

Behavioural ALS Screen (ECAS) [1, 12] in seven patients

and all controls and with the Consortium to Establish a

Registry for Alzheimer’ s Disease plus Scale (CERAD plus

[17]) in three patients.

Experimental design

Subjects were seated in a darkened room 30 cm in front of

a computer screen. They were shown pictures with three

different emotional qualities (happy, sad, neutral). The

pictures were chosen from the International Affective

Picture System (IAPS), a standardized collection of emo-

tional pictures [11]. The pictures depicted either human

faces or objects and were balanced with respect to arousal

while they varied on the valence scale. They appeared in a

semi-randomized order, in which a neutral (N) picture was

always separating a happy (H) from a sad (S) picture.

Each picture was presented for six seconds. In total, we

presented a set of 40 pictures (10 happy, 10 sad, 20

neutral).

Mood induction and picture rating

Subjects were asked to rate the pictures according to their

emotional quality for valence on a non-numeric scale while

watching. The scale differentiated between the emotional

qualities ‘‘unpleasant’’/‘‘inducing sadness’’ and ‘‘neutral-

pleasant’’/‘‘inducing happiness’’. For rating, subjects used a

slide bar with a cursor on the rating scale. All subjects were

capable of operating the bar.

While watching the pictures, subjects were listening to

classical instrumental music sequences presented via head-

phones. As were the pictures, also the auditory stimuli were

chosen from a standardized set of objectively validated happy

and sad musical extracts with a duration of 30 s, respectively

[16]. The musical pieces had been shown to robustly induce

different mood states in normal subjects [16]. We chose ten

pieces with either a happy or a sad character (five happy, five

sad) and arranged them in two sets, onewith the happy pieces

and the other with the sad pieces. In the sets, the musical

pieces appeared in randomized order.

In each subject, we performed two runs with 12 min

duration, respectively, separated by at least 2 h and maxi-

mal 24 h. In the first run, subjects were evaluating the

Table 1 Clinical, demographical and neuropsychological data of ALS patients and controls

Patients

No. Age Sex CNS-LS CNS-LS-neg-raw CNS-LS-pos-raw Induction ECAS Education years ALS-FRS Age at onset

1 40 F 13 8 5 No Not done 16 36 48

2 75 M 27 13 14 Incongruent Not done 13 25 75

3 78 M 14 9 4 Congruent Not done 16 43 77

4 62 M 24 13 11 No 112 13 24 59

5 57 F 18 13 5 Incongruent 117 14 10 57

6 71 F 19 15 4 Congruent 80 9 28 70

7 49 M 17 5 12 Congruent 111 11 25 48

8 72 M 16 6 10 No 88 16.5 35 70

9 71 F 17 13 4 No 110 13 42 70

10 65 M 16 10 6 No 117 18 39 62

Controls

No. Age Sex CNS-LS CNS-LS-neg-raw CNS-LS-pos-raw Induction ECAS Education years

11 54 F 17 8 9 Incongruent 121 8

12 70 F 7 3 4 No 118 11

13 64 M 15 7 8 Congruent 109 16

14 71 M 9 4 5 No 104 11.5

15 46 M 11 3 8 No 120 19.5

16 54 F 10 5 5 No 115 12

17 73 M 14 6 8 No 105 11.5

18 78 M 12 6 6 No 113 18.5

19 73 F 7 3 4 No 120 13

20 75 M 10 4 6 Incongruent 80 11
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pictures while listening to the unpleasant musical pieces

inducing sadness, in the second run, they were listening to

the pleasant music inducing happiness (see ‘‘Appendix 1’’

for the list of musical excerpts).

Electrophysiological parameters

During mood induction, electrophysiological parameters

were recorded with surface electrodes (for details see [13]).

Heart rate (HR) was used as an index of valence [25] and

Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) as an index of arousal

[2, 10]. In addition, we recorded surface electromyogram

(EMG) activity of mimic muscles to detect facial expres-

sion of emotion [27].

Heart rate

HR was acquired from electrodes attached to the right and

left arm or leg, using the aforementioned amplifier. The

signal was filtered from 0.5 to 15 Hz (time constant, 0.3 s).

Data were expressed as the mean period duration in sec-

onds between two heart beats during one picture episode

(interstimulus interval from picture onset to onset of next

picture, ISI).

Galvanic skin response

GSRwasmeasuredwith electrodes fixed to themedial thenar

and palm of the hand. The signal was bandpass-filtered from

0.016 to 10 Hz (time constant, 10 s). Galvanic skin response

amplitudes were determined as the maximum conductance

between 1 and 6 s after picture onset, relative to the EMG

baseline at picture onset. For GSR, amplitudes of more than

two standard deviations from the mean of each individual

and trials with zero amplitude were discarded.

Facial EMG

We recorded surface EMG of the corrugator supercilii

muscle, the orbicularis oris and the orbicularis oculi mus-

cle. The electrodes were placed over the bellies of these

muscles of either the left or the right side except for the

corrugator supercilii muscle, where electrodes were placed

between the eyebrows (Fig. 1). The EMG signal was

externally rectified and bandpass-filtered (16–300 Hz; time

constant, 0.01 s). The signal was given as the root mean

square of the EMG signal in Volt (V) during ISI.

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed with Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) IBM, version 19.0.

In the text, mean and standard deviation (SD) are given. A

priori, data were analyzed for normal distribution using the

Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, electrophysiological data were

z transformed. Accordingly, analysis of variance was per-

formed with in-between subject factor group and within

subject factor demographics, induction behaviour (yes/no),

neuropsychological and electrophysiological data, where

the latter were corrected for emotional lability (CNS-LS,

CNS-LS-pos, CNS-LS-neg) and cognitive performance

(ECAS total). To determine differences between groups in

rating behaviour according to affective quality of pictures,

Scheffé post hoc analysis was performed.

Kendall–Tau correlation analyses were conducted to

determine association of mood-induction and emotional

lability (PLC) and the association of PLC sub-scores and

picture rating behaviour of patients. A threshold of

p\ 0.05 (two-tailed) was used for statistical interference.

Results

Neuropsychological data

ALS patients scored significantly higher in the ‘‘overall’’

CNS-LS compared to healthy controls (18.1 ± 4.5 vs.

11.2. ± 3.3 points, F = 15.96, p\ 0.01). Patients had a

significantly higher CNS-LS-neg score compared to CNS-

LS-pos (70.0 % vs. 37.5 %, F = 3.09, p = 0.01) and a

significantly higher CNS-LS-neg compared to controls

(F = 21.16, p\ 0.01), while controls did not show a dif-

ference between the two scores (32.7 vs. 31.5 %).

The ECAS scores of seven patients and ten controls

where above threshold for cognitive impairment [12], and

all subjects were able to understand and perform the task

accordingly.

Picture rating

No clinically overt episodes of PLC were triggered during

the experiment. For rating behaviour, both ALS patients and

controls presented with a highly significant difference in the

rating of pictures of different emotional content in both the

happy and sad musical condition (F = 64.44, p\ 0.01). In

addition, PLC patients tended to rate neutral pictures

accompanied by sad music more negatively, i.e. the differ-

ence between the rating of neutral and sad pictures in this

group was less pronounced (post hoc Scheffé p = 0.03) than

in controls. Regarding CNS-LS, we observed a significant

correlation between CNS-LS score and mood induction for

patients (r = 0.39, p = 0.04). For CNS-LS-pos, we found a

correlation between the rating of positive pictures (r = 0.53,

p\ 0.01) and negative pictures (r = -0.34, p = 0.05),

while for CNS-LS-neg, we observed a non-significant cor-

relation with positive picture rating (r = -0.31, p = 0.07),
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but not with negative and neutral pictures. In other words,

patients with a high positive score rated happy pictures more

positively and negative pictures more negatively, while

patients with a high negative score tended to rate positive

picturesmore negatively (Fig. 2). No significant effect could

be observed for CNS-LS-pos and neutral pictures

(r = -0.29, p = 0.097), nor for CNS-LS-neg and neutral

(r = -0.14, p = 0.44) or sad pictures (r = 0.14, p = 0.42).

Electrophysiological parameters

There was no significant difference between the two groups

in the change of electrophysiological responses according

to affective picture content. Group-differences in electro-

physiological data were explained by frontal cortex func-

tion as expressed by the ECAS score (ANOVA corrected

for ECAS score): EMG activity of the orbicularis oris

muscle (F = 9.01, p\ 0.01) and the orbicularis oculi

muscle (F = 5.48, p = 0.036) and a non-significant trend

for heart rate (F = 3.18, p = 0.096) and GSR (F = 2.95,

p = 0.109) between the two musical conditions, while no

difference could be observed for the corrugator supercilii

muscle (F = 0.09, p = 0.77).

Discussion

Here, we systematically studied ALS patients suffering

from PLC to find out whether episodes are elicited by

contextually appropriate or inappropriate emotional stim-

uli, as there are controversial concepts on this issue

[19, 22]. To address this question, an experimental set-up

was designed with subjects confronted with visual and

auditory stimuli of diverging emotional content simulta-

neously. We found that patients with PLC were more

susceptible to mood-incongruent stimuli than controls. In

particular, PLC patients rated pictures with a neutral

content more negatively when listening to sad music. This

mood induction in a negative direction was a consistent

finding in PLC patients, but not in controls. We conclude

that PLC is, thus, not induced by weak mood-congruent,

but by mood-incongruent or contextually inappropriate

stimuli. Also, our findings suggest that PLC is associated

with enhanced emotional lability and is not only an

involuntary motor activation of facial expression. We

consider these findings being important for the clinical

interpretation of emotional reactions of ALS patients.

It is another controversial question whether PLC is due

to frontal cortex dysfunction with decreased inhibitory

mechanisms or to altered processing of sensory stimuli,

both of which would result in an exaggerated behavioural

response. The PLC patients in our study did not exhibit an

altered rating behaviour compared to controls when

exposed to two emotionally equal stimuli. Thus, one may

hypothesize that their reaction to sensory stimuli remained

unaltered when there was no need for the emotion regu-

lation system to suppress the answer to one stimulus to

appropriately react to another. In contrast, patients were

influenced in their behaviour when exposed to two stimuli

of a diverging emotional content. This in turn may point to

reduced inhibitory mechanisms, resulting in an exaggerated

response to one stimulus and thus influencing the reaction

to another simultaneously presented stimulus. Impaired

voluntary suppression of emotional responses has been

described before in ALS patients with PLC and has been

interpreted as resulting from impairment of dorsal frontal

brain structures [19]. When patients exhibit a clinically

overt episode of PLC, this reduced inhibition might result

in an exaggerated and contextually inappropriate emotional

expression. We observed that PLC patients show an

increased suggestibility when exposed to certain emotional

stimuli, which in turn has an impact on their voluntary

response. It may be hypothesized that this specific reaction

is due to a lack of frontal inhibitory mechanisms in

Fig. 1 Experimental setup.

Subjects rated affective quality

(valence) of pictures presented

on a computer screen using a

slide bar while listening to

classical music presented via

headphones. During the

experiment, we measured heart

rate, galvanic skin response and

facial muscular activity
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patients, resulting in specific behavioural alterations. In

support of this, physiological changes in ALS patients,

namely alterations of the surface EMG of facial muscles,

were explained by frontal cortex function. Our findings are

in line with a previous study reporting reduced ability of

PLC patients on regulating their facial expression volun-

tarily [19]. We showed that altered facial expression in

PLC is in fact related to frontal cortex function/dysfunc-

tion, by demonstrating that EMG changes of mimic mus-

cles elicited by different emotional stimuli are closely

related to cognitive performance and frontal function in

PLC patients. This further supports the notion that the

frontal cortex plays an important role in the pathophysi-

ology of PLC. Recently, it could be convincingly shown in

studies by Brettschneider et al. [3] that frontal changes, in

particular of association fibres, exist neuropathologically in

the majority of ALS patients.

We demonstrated that emotion regulation in PLC is

altered at the behavioural as well as at the physiological

level. To analyse changes in PLC at a third level of the

emotion regulation system, i.e. the subjective level,

patients and controls completed a standardized self-

assessment questionnaire, the CNS-LS, to quantify the

occurrence of emotional lability. We found that patients

scored significantly higher on this scale compared to

controls. In addition, we observed a significant correlation

between CNS-LS and mood-induction. To differentiate

between pathological laughing and pathological crying, we

split the CNS-LS into questions scanning for sadness and

happiness and found that these sub-scores did not only

correlate with overall liability, but could in fact predict the

direction of mood-induction in PLC patients. Remarkably,

patients scored significantly higher on the CNS-LS-neg

scale. Together with the fact that patients were influenced

in their rating behaviour by sad musical pieces, this may

suggest that patients with PLC are in general more sensi-

tive to the negative component of emotion regulation. We

conclude that the CNS-LS is a reliable instrument to detect

emotional lability and PLC in patients with ALS. Yet, it

does not sufficiently differentiate between pathological

laughing and crying. We, therefore, suggest that the scale

should be further sub-divided and possibly complemented

by more specific questions.

One of the limitations of our study is the relatively small

number of patients, which reduces the statistical power of

our results and forbids general conclusions to a certain

degree. Second, our findings are solely based on psycho-

logical and electrophysiological methods. While we could

demonstrate specific alterations on different emotion reg-

ulating levels in our experimental setting, we could not
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Fig. 2 Mean values of picture ratings of ALS patients plotted against

happy (upper row) and sad (lower row) CNS-LS sub-scores; x axis:

CNS-LS score, y axis: picture rating; a happy pictures vs. CNS-LS-

pos (r = 0.53, p\ 0.01), b neutral pictures vs. CNS-LS-pos

(p = 0.097, r = -0.29), c sad pictures vs. CNS-LS-pos (p = 0.05,

r = -0.34), d happy pictures vs. CNS-LS-neg (p = 0.07,

r = -0.31), e neutral pictures vs. CNS-LS-neg (r = -0.14,

p = 0.44), f sad pictures vs. CNS-LS-neg (r = 0.14, p = 0.42)
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show changes of functional connectivity between different

brain regions.

To further support the hypotheses of involvement of

frontal areas in the generation of PLC, additional methods,

especially comprising fMRI protocols, should be applied.

Standardized fMRI and resting-state protocols in patients

with PLC might be able to verify alterations in specific

frontal brain regions of these patients. Also, possible

changes in connectivity of different functional areas of the

brain, which we could not show using this protocol, might

be revealed with fMRI and DTI techniques. In particular, it

would be interesting to correlate psychophysiological and

electrophysiological findings with MRI data. This in turn

could help to further clarify the aforementioned concepts of

the ‘‘top-down’’ and ‘‘bottom-up’’ theories in the patho-

genesis of PLC and to support our hypothesis.

In summary, our study provides evidence that PLC/PBA

in patients with ALS is an expression of altered emotional

suggestibility. Patients with PLC are more prone to mood

induction. In particular, they are easily influenced in their

emotional response by mood-incongruent emotional stim-

uli. We showed that PLC involves alterations at the

physiological, behavioural and subjective level of emotion

regulation. Concerning underlying pathomechanisms, we

hypothesize that PBA is related to frontal cortex dysfunc-

tion, in particular to reduced frontal inhibition, resulting in

altered behavioural responses and physiological activity in

PLC patients. Further studies combining imaging and

psychophysiological techniques in larger cohorts will be

needed to address the structural and pathophysiological

mechanisms underlying PBA in different patient groups.
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Appendix 1: List of musical excerpts

Composer Title

Sad Albinoni Adagio in sol minor

Bruch Kol Nidrei

Grieg Solveig’s song—Peer Gynt

Rodrigo Concerto de Aranjuez

Sinding Suite for violin & orchestra A minor

Happy Bizet Chanson du toreador—Carmen

Mozart Allegro—A little night music

Mozart Rondo Allegro—A little night music

Strauß Blue Danube

Strauß Radetzky march
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MEDICAL DECISIONS ARE INDEPENDENT OF
COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT IN AMYOTROPHIC
LATERAL SCLEROSIS

Cognitive impairment has been reported in up to
40% of patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS). Alterations in social behavior, such as apa-
thy or reduced empathy, are present in up to
30% of patients.1,2 Therefore, there is concern
whether patients with ALS are able to judge pend-
ing medical decisions appropriately and some col-
leagues have even called for surrogate decision-
making.3,4 However, systematic studies addressing
the question of possible association between cogni-
tive and behavioral impairment and decision-
making in ALS are rare. Here, we provide prospec-
tive data obtained in a large cohort of patients with
ALS to address this issue with relevance for pa-
tients’ crucial decisions in everyday life and clinical
context.

Methods. In total, 169 patients with ALS (table) of
a German specialized outpatient clinic responded to
standardized questionnaires regarding their decisions
about percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (PEG),
noninvasive ventilation (NIV) and invasive ventilation,
the hypothetical ideation to turn off these treatments in
case of physical decline, and the schedule of attitudes
toward hastened death.5 All patients were screened for
cognition by using the Edinburgh Cognitive and Be-
havioural ALS Screen (ECAS)1,6 as this is the first ALS-
specific, verbal and motor-free test for cognition with
high specificity and sensitivity compared to extended
neuropsychological tests.6 ECAS measures ALS-specific
cognitive domains of executive function, verbal fluency,
and language and ALS-nonspecific functions of
memory and visuospatial function. Moreover, 140 of
the patients’ caregivers gave information about
behavioral changes. Patients fulfilling clinical criteria
of behavioral frontotemporal dementia or any other
neurologic condition apart from ALS were excluded.
After testing the requirements for logistic regression
analyses (e.g., multicollinearity), regression analyses
were used for statistics adopting a threshold of p ,

0.05 for significance.

Results. Deficits in at least one cognitive domain
were present in 93 (55%) patients with ALS. Care-
givers reported behavioral changes for 21 (15%) pa-
tients (mostly apathy), including 15 (11%) patients
with additional cognitive impairment. Behavioral
symptoms were mostly independent of cognitive def-
icits, except for language impairments, which were
associated with presence of behavioral changes
(R2 5 0.061, b 5 1.141, p 5 0.022).

Logistic regression analyses showed that neither cog-
nitive impairment nor behavioral changes were associ-
ated with patients’ decisions regarding use or decline of
PEG, NIV, and invasive ventilation, hypothetical idea-
tion to turn off treatments in case of physical decline, or
patients’ wish for hastened death (all p . 0.05).

Discussion. This study on a large cohort of patients
with ALS provides evidence for a lack of influence of
moderate cognitive and behavioral impairment on pa-
tients’ medical decisions.

The findings apply to most patients with ALS with
moderate cognitive and behavioral impairment only

Table Demographic and disease characteristics of 169 patients with ALS

Mean or no. SD Range

Demographics

Age, y 59.21 12.91 19–84

Female 65

Male 104

Years of education 13.57 3.15 7–24

Type of ALS

Sporadic 163

Familial 6

Spinal onset 118

Bulbar onset 51

Duration

Months since symptom onset 32.80 41.36 2–396

Months since diagnosis 12.44 18.11 1–72

Therapeutic treatments

Use of PEG 15

Use of NIV 54

Physical functioning

ALSFRS-R 35.49 7.25 10–48

Abbreviations: ALS 5 amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALSFRS-R 5 ALS Functional Rating
Scale Revised Form7; NIV 5 noninvasive ventilation; PEG 5 percutaneous endoscopic
gastrostomy.
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but probably not for the subset of patients with ALS/
frontotemporal dementia. In addition, we present
data on only a single aspect of the multifactorial pro-
cess of decision-making in the course of ALS.
Certainly, decision-making in ALS is primarily deter-
mined by physical condition and medical needs.
However, decision-making in ALS is also a dynamic
process, where patients’, caregivers’, and physicians’
personal perspectives may interfere, and further stud-
ies are needed to address this possible interaction.

Our results have considerable implications for pa-
tients, caregivers, and families in daily routine and
physicians in medical counseling dealing with the ques-
tion of possible bias in patients’ preferences and neces-
sity of surrogate involvement in decision-making. They
indicate that patients with ALS, despite moderate cog-
nitive or behavioral impairment, are still competent for
making their self-determined decisions. A request for
surrogate decision-making in patients with ALS with
mild cognitive impairment might not be justified.4
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ULTRA-EARLY ONSET OF OSSIFICATION OF THE
POSTERIOR LONGITUDINAL LIGAMENT WITH
CONGENITAL RICKETS

Ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament
(OPLL) is a condition caused by progressive and abnor-
mal calcification of the posterior longitudinal ligament
in the cervical and thoracic spine, leading to gradual
compression of the spinal cord. The exact pathogenesis
of OPLL is unclear; however, the interaction of genetic
and environmental factors such as mechanical stress of
the ligaments is speculated to result in the pathogenesis
of OPLL.1 OPLL has an incidence of 1.9% to 4.3% in
Japan and 0.01% to 1.7% in Europe; males are twice as
likely to have OPLL as females, and the average age at
onset is older than 50 years.1 OPLL is known to have
a strong genetic predisposition, and a prevalence of
29% in siblings has been demonstrated.2 The majority
of cases are idiopathic and typically present in the fifth
or sixth decades. However, in rare occasions, OPLL can

be associated with endocrine abnormalities and may
present at a much younger age.2 We report a case of
a 26-year-old woman with congenital X-linked hypo-
phosphatemic rickets (XLHR) who was diagnosed with
severe OPLL.

Case report. A 26-year-old Samoan woman with
familial XLHR presented with acute incomplete
quadriplegia from a hyperextension neck injury after
a bicycle accident. Other than taking calcitriol for
a short period before her injury, the patient’s rickets
had been untreated since birth. Her family history is
notable for rickets in her mother, maternal aunts,
and maternal cousins. Many of them became
nonambulatory and bedridden in their mid-30s to
early 40s. Physical examination demonstrated partial
strength of the bilateral biceps and triceps and absent
strength of the distal upper extremities or lower
extremities. A CT and MRI of the cervical spine
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Abstract Despite the fatal outcome and progressive loss of

physical functioning in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(ALS), many patients maintain contentment in life. It has

been shown that non-professionals tend to underestimate

the well-being of patients with ALS, but professionals’

perspective is yet to be studied. In total, 105 neurologists

with varying degrees of experience with ALS were inclu-

ded in an anonymous survey. They were asked to estimate

the quality of life and depressiveness of ALS patients with

artificial ventilation and nutrition. Physicians’ estimations

were compared with previously reported subjective ratings

of ALS patients with life-prolonging measures. Neurolo-

gists with significant experience on ALS and palliative care

were able to accurately estimate depressiveness and quality

of life of ALS patients with life-prolonging measures. Less

experienced neurologists’ estimation differed more from

patients’ reports. Of all life-prolonging measures neurolo-

gists regarded invasive ventilation as the measure associ-

ated with lowest quality of life and highest depressiveness

of the patients. Experienced neurologists as well as neu-

rologists with experience in palliative care are able to

better empathize with patients with a fatal illness such as

ALS and support important decision processes.

Keywords Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) �
Depression � Quality of life � Life-prolonging measures �
Physician

Introduction

In amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the employment of

non-invasive (NIV) or invasive (IV) artificial ventilation

and/or nutrition via a feeding tube (percutaneous endo-

scopic gastrostomy, PEG) may prolong patients’ survival

and improve their quality of life [1–3]. In practice, deci-

sions regarding therapeutic options are not solely made by

the patient, but are influenced by the social environment

[4, 5]. Whether the influence acts pro or con for certain

measures strongly depends on the person’s image of well-

being of patients living with such measures [6].

Neurologists who have medical expertise and are

acquainted with life-prolonging measures have a crucial

role in the patient’s decision-making process [7]. However,

similar to non-professionals, the physician’s appraisal of

therapeutic options might be framed according to his/her

own attitudes [8] and perception of the patient’s psycho-

logical well-being [6, 9, 10]. This, in turn, may influence

the way physicians discuss the available therapeutic

options with the patient [6, 11].

Despite the fatal outcome and progressive loss of

physical functioning in ALS [12], many patients maintain

contentment in life [13]. It has been shown that non-pro-

fessionals have a negatively biased image of the well-being

of patients with ALS [14, 15]. Even close relatives tend to

underestimate ALS patients’ quality of life and overesti-

mate their depressiveness [16, 17]. It is not yet clear how

medical professionals reflect the well-being of the patients

with ALS.
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Health professionals are important sources to drive

improvement in ALS care [18], but there is a need for

quantitative measures to further support this. Therefore,

our aim was to study neurologists’ perception of the impact

of therapeutic interventions on ALS patients’ psychologi-

cal well-being in relation to their professional expertise and

to compare it with patients’ own reports.

Subjects and methods

Overall, n = 813 German neurologists were considered.

N = 449 neurologists received a paper version of the

questionnaire by mail and n = 364 a link by e-mail the

online version of the questionnaire, generated with the

Survey Monkey online survey tool (http://www.survey

monkey.com). Responses were collected between July

2014 and May 2016 from the neurologists of all specialized

ALS clinics in Germany and registered neurologists in

Southern Germany (states of Saarland, Rhineland-Palati-

nate, Baden-Wuerttemberg and Bavaria).

In total, n = 114 physicians returned the questionnaire

(response rate 18% for the paper questionnaires and 11%

for the online survey), including n = 9 who returned it

without answers, claiming to have no experience with

ALS. Thus, n = 105 neurologists’ responses were included

in the final analysis (Fig. 1; Table 1).

Out of n = 813 neurologists considered, n = 100

(n = 51 by mail, n = 49 by e-mail) were not reached. Out

of n = 114 who returned the questionnaires, n = 78

received it by mail and n = 36 online. N = 9 returned the

questionnaire unanswered due to lack of experience with

ALS patients. Reports of n = 105 (n = 30 online, n = 75

regular) neurologists were included in the study.

The 29-item questionnaire was to be filled out anony-

mously which took about 10 min time. Questions included

in the final analysis encompassed items addressing the

experience of the physician with ALS and estimation of the

level of quality of life and depressiveness of ALS patients

with NIV, IV and PEG (additional data are given in Online

Resource 1). Because of the need to maintain anonymity,

no reminder was possible. The study was approved by the

Ethical Committee of the University of Ulm (19/12) and

was therefore performed in accordance with the ethical

standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki

and its later amendments. To maintain anonymity, no

written consent was requested. All participating physicians

were provided with an informative briefing.

Clinical experience

The experience of the neurologist was defined as the

average number of ALS patients seen per month (with four

choices from less than one to more than ten patients)

multiplied by the average number of years of experience

with ALS patients (with four choices from less than 1 year

to more than 10 years). Experience was classified as either

low (average number of ALS patients seen in total\me-

dian, n = 32), moderate (average number of ALS patients

seen in total = median, n = 51) and high experience on

ALS (average number of ALS patients seen inFig. 1 Neurologists being selected in the study

Table 1 Demographics of the neurologists (n = 105) included in the

study

Variable Percentage

Age (mean ± SD) 50.3 ± 12.0

Gender 68 male 65

31 female 30

6 no information 5

Experience with ALS (years) \1 13

1–3 61

4–10 14

[10 12

ALS patients seen per month \1 6

1–5 15

5–10 14

[10 65

Completed palliative care training 12 with 11

93 without 89

SD standard deviation
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total[median, n = 22). Additionally, physicians were

asked whether they had completed specific palliative care

training according to the German Medical Association

(Bundesärztekammer).

Well-being

Neurologists were requested to estimate the psychological

well-being (depressiveness and quality of life) of ALS

patients with NIV, IV and PEG. Depressiveness was

assessed on a Likert scale ranging from 0 to 10 and quality

of life was assessed according to an adapted version of the

anamnestic comparative self-assessment (ACSA) [19] on a

Likert scale ranging from -5 to 5.

Additionally, the data of N = 52 patients diagnosed

with probable or definite ALS according to the revised El

Escorial criteria [20] were included in the study (Table 2).

These patients having NIV, IV and/or PEG had been

interviewed in a previous study on their subjective well-

being [21]. Neurologists’ reports on the quality of life and

depressiveness of ALS patients with the aforementioned

life-prolonging measures were compared with the reports

of ALS patients’ own reports published earlier [21].

Patients’ depression was measured with the ‘‘Allgemeine

Depressionskala’’ (ADSK) [22], the German version of the

Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale, CES-

D, (range: 0–60; threshold [16). To compare the depres-

siveness scores estimated by the neurologists with patients’

reports, neurologists’ estimation of patients’ depressiveness

on a scale of 0–10 was adjusted to the range of the ADSK

(0–60) that was used for the patients’ subjective rating for

depression. Patients’ quality of life was assessed with the

anamnestic comparative self-assessment (ACSA [19],

ranging from -5 for as bad as possible to ?5 for as good as

possible).

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical

Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, IBM, version 21.0).

Mean and standard deviations or alternatively medians are

given. The normality of the data was tested with the Kol-

mogorov–Smirnov test and either parametric or non-para-

metric statistical tests were applied accordingly. For

between group comparisons (patients vs. neurologists;

neurologists with palliative care training vs. neurologists

without palliative care training vs. patients; neurologists

with high experience vs. patients; neurologists with low

experience vs. patients) non-parametric Mann–Whitney

U tests were conducted. Pearson correlation was conducted

for the association of estimation of patients’ well-being

(the depressiveness and quality of life) and total number of

ALS patients seen on average and Spearman correlation for

the association of estimation of patients’ well-being and

years of experience or engagement in ALS research. Linear

regression analysis was applied for association between the

average number of patients seen per month and estimation

of the patients’ depressiveness and quality of life. For the

analysis of neurologists’ reports, a threshold of p\ 0.05

was adopted for statistical significance. To minimize pos-

sible false interpretations owing to small patient groups, a

conservative threshold of p\ 0.01 was chosen for statis-

tical significance for comparisons between neurologists’

reports and patients’ subjective ratings.

Results

Overall, neurologists (with varying degrees of experience)

estimated higher depressiveness scores for patients with

any life-prolonging measure (with NIV: U = 488.5,

Table 2 Demographics of the ALS patients from Lulé et al. [21]

Variable Patients with NIV (n = 29) Patients with IV (n = 6) Patients with PEG (n = 17)

mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD

Age 58.07 ± 12.09 51.50 ± 7.50 53.53 ± 13.43

Gender 8 female 3 female 7 female

21 male 3 male 10 male

ALS-FRS-R 24.59 ± 10.09 10.50 ± 9.81 15.06 ± 11.48

Time since onset [months] 49 ± 41 104 ± 67 66 ± 53

Progression [loss of ALS-FRS scores per month] 0.9 ± 0.9 0.5 ± 0.3 0.7 ± 0.4

Site of onset 21 spinal 4 spinal 9 spinal

7 bulbar

1 n/a

2 bulbar 8 bulbar

ALS-FRS-R ALS functional rating scale revised form [23]. NIV non-invasive ventilation, IV invasive ventilation, PEG percutaneous endoscopic

gastrostomy, SD standard deviation
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p\ 0.001; with IV: U = 39, p\ 0.001; with PEG:

U = 380.5, p\ 0.001) and lower quality of life scores for

patients with IV (U = 69, p = 0.002), but not with NIV

(U = 1372, p[ 0.01) or PEG (U = 713, p[ 0.01) than

what the patients had reported previously [21].

However, neurologists with high experience estimated

quality of life close to patients’ subjective estimation for all

measures as no statistically significant difference was seen

between them (NIV: U = 236, p[ 0.01; IV: U = 39,

p[ 0.01; PEG: U = 149.5, p[ 0.01). Similarly, they

estimated depression with PEG (U = 109, p[ 0.01) close

to the patients’ subjective estimation. High experienced

neurologists estimated depressiveness significantly higher

for the patients with NIV (U = 152, p = 0.001) and IV

(U = 10, p = 0.002). In contrast to this, less experienced

neurologists’ estimation on depressiveness was higher than

the reports of the patients with all measures (NIV:

U = 106.5, p\ 0.001; IV: U = 7, p\ 0.001; PEG:

U = 99.5, p = 0.001). Neurologists with low experience

also estimated quality of life lower for the patients with IV

(U = 12.5, p = 0.001), but not for the patients with NIV

(U = 421.5, p[ 0.01) and PEG (U = 189.5, p[ 0.01)

(Fig. 2).

Of all life-prolonging measures, neurologists regarded

IV as the measure associated with higher depression and

lower quality of life than NIV and PEG. Neurologists

estimated depressiveness higher (NIV vs. IV: U = 3350.5,

p\ 0.001; PEG vs. IV: U = 3527.5, p\ 0.001) and

quality of life lower (NIV vs. IV: U = 2508.5, p\ 0.001;

PEG vs. IV: U = 2531.5, p\ 0.001) for patients with IV

than for patients with NIV and PEG. Quality of life

(U = 5027, p[ 0.05) and depressiveness (U = 5093.5,

p[ 0.05) of patients with NIV and PEG were estimated in

a similar range.

Negative Pearson correlation was seen between the

experience of the neurologist (patients seen in total) and

his/her estimation of depressiveness of patients with NIV

(r = -0.217, p = 0.028) and with IV (r = -0.241,

p = 0.017) but not with PEG (r = -0.088, p[ 0.05), and

positive correlation between experience of neurologists

(patients seen in total) and estimation of quality of life of

patients with IV (r = 0.263, p = 0.009) but not with NIV

(r = 0.167, p[ 0.05) or PEG (r = 0.185, p[ 0.05).

Linear regression analysis revealed that the more ALS

patients were seen by a neurologist monthly, the lower did

the neurologist estimate the depressiveness of patients

(with NIV: R2 = 0.051, b = -0.226, p = 0.022; with IV:

R2 = 0.109, b = -0.33, p = 0.001; with PEG:

R2 = 0.051, b = -0.225, p = 0.023) and the higher did

he/she estimate the quality of life of the patients (with NIV:

R2 = 0.053, b = 0.229, p = 0.021; with IV: R2 = 0.057,

b = 0.239, p = 0.018; with PEG: R2 = 0.113, b = 0.337,

p = 0.001) with any life-prolonging measure.

Neurologists with completed palliative care training

estimated higher quality of life for patients with NIV

(U = 244.5, p = 0.006) and PEG (U = 243, p = 0.005)

but not with IV (U = 259.5, p[ 0.01) than the neurolo-

gists without palliative care training. Neurologists with and

without palliative care training did not significantly differ

in their estimation of depressiveness (NIV: U = 310.5,

p[ 0.01; IV: U = 301.5, p[ 0.01; PEG: U = 434,

p[ 0.01). When comparing patients [21] and the neurol-

ogists with palliative care training, no statistically signifi-

cant difference was seen in rating of depressiveness (NIV:

U = 138.5, p[ 0.01; IV: U = 16, p[ 0.01; PEG:

U = 69, p[ 0.01) or quality of life (NIV: U = 100.5,

p[ 0.01; IV: U = 10.5, p[ 0.01; PEG: U = 73,

p[ 0.01). However, neurologists without palliative care

training differed in the estimation of quality of life with

patients with IV (U = 58.5, p = 0.001) but not with NIV

(U = 1271.5, p[ 0.01) or PEG (U = 350, p[ 0.01) and

in the estimation of depressiveness with patients with all

measures (NIV: U = 350, p\ 0.001; IV: U = 23,

p\ 0.001; PEG: U = 311.5, p\ 0.001) (Fig. 3).

Additionally, Spearman correlation revealed that the

more actively neurologists participated in ALS research,

the lower did they estimate patients’ depressiveness with

all measures (NIV: r = -0.271, p = 0.006; IV:

r = -0.253, p = 0.012; PEG: r = -0.330, p = 0.001)

and the higher the quality of life for the patients with PEG

(r = 0.237, p = 0.017). Neurologists’ engagement in ALS

research was not correlated with their estimation of quality

of life of the patients with NIV (r = 0.085, p[ 0.05) or IV

(r = 0.061, p[ 0.05).

Discussion

In the current study, experienced neurologists accurately

estimated psychological well-being in ALS. In terms of

rating depressiveness and quality of life of patients with

NIV, IV or PEG, neurologists with high experience (high

number of ALS patients seen in total) mostly did not differ

from the subjective rating of ALS patients with life-pro-

longing measures. Similarly, the more neurologists were

engaged in ALS research, the closer they estimated

patients’ well-being. Therefore, our results suggest that

with increasing patient contacts besides increased general

medical expertise, physicians also refine the ability to

better recognize patients’ affective state and empathize

with their life with certain therapeutic measures.

It has been suggested that palliative care training may

improve the knowledge, communication, confidence and

symptom management of the physician [24] and that earlier

exposure to death [25] and experience on palliative care

may decrease physician’s anxiety [26] and negative
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attitudes toward living and dying with fatal illness [27].

Similarly, our results show that neurologists with com-

pleted palliative care training rated lower depressiveness

and higher quality of life for ALS patients with life-pro-

longing measures, thus being close to the subjective rating

of patients. Therefore, also our results support the impor-

tance of training and knowledge on palliative care when

treating patients with fatal illnesses.

More difference was seen between rating of less expe-

rienced neurologists and subjective rating of patients. The

depressiveness of patients with life-prolonging measures

was rated higher and the quality or life lower by the neu-

rologists with low experience in ALS. Also, rating of

neurologists without completed palliative care training

mostly differed from the patients. Discrepancy between the

rating of patients and neurologists was present especially

for the well-being of patients with IV, which neurologists

also overall rated more negatively than PEG and NIV.

Similarly, it has been shown that IV might be associated

with negative attitudes among some physicians [28, 29].

Additionally, IV is a less desired option also among many

ALS patients and caregivers who do not have experience

with it [21, 30–32].

There might be some reasons given to the rather nega-

tive associations related to IV. Besides the facts that IV is

an invasive measure [28] and might increase caregiver

burden [29, 33] as well as dependency of the patient [34],

rareness of IV might contribute to the associations related

to the measure. Physicians see relatively rarely patients

with IV, as it is not as commonly employed as NIV or PEG

Fig. 2 Rating of depressiveness

(a) and the quality of life (b) of

ALS patients by neurologists

with varying degrees of

experience compared with

patients’ own reports

Depressiveness was estimated

on a Likert scale ranging from 0

to 10 and the quality of life on a

Likert scale ranging from -5 to

5. The line charts (left figure in

a and b) show change in

neurologists’ estimations of

patients’ well-being in relation

to their experience. Box plots

(right figure of a and b) show

patients’ [21] subjective rating

on their depressiveness and

quality of life. Medians, first

and third quartiles, range and

the outliers are shown.

* indicates statistical

significance with p\ 0.01 and

** with p\ 0.001 between

patients and neurologists (with

either low or high experience) in

Mann–Whitney U test. Low

experience: average number of

ALS patients seen by the

neurologist\median; moderate

experience: average number of

ALS patients seen by

neurologists = median; high

experience: average number of

ALS patients seen by

neurologists[median.

NIV = non-invasive

ventilation, IV = invasive

ventilation,

PEG = percutaneous

endoscopic gastrostomy
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especially in some Western countries [31, 35, 36]. How-

ever, again both experience in palliative care and experi-

ence in dealing with ALS patients were strongly associated

with neurologist’s more positive rating of well-being with

IV. Thus, experienced neurologists’ rating was closer to the

subjective rating of patients [21] and earlier findings,

showing that patients with IV have rather good quality of

life and low depressiveness [37] and do not significantly

differ from patients with other life-prolonging measures

[21, 33]. Accordingly, it has also been frequently shown

that satisfaction in life does not necessarily decline with

reduced physical functioning [13, 16, 30, 32, 38].

Finally, it can be speculated whether high empathy on

the physician’s side for the patient’s well-being is even

favorable for every medical encounter, as a certain emo-

tional distance might be preferable in a professional rela-

tionship. Also, our results show that instead of complete

empathy with patients’ condition, neurologists, and espe-

cially neurologists with significant experience in ALS, are

able to empathize with patient’s well-being as seen in the

accurate estimation of patients’ depressiveness and quality

of life.

Limitations

First, in such a diverse disease as ALS, only very rough

estimations can be made as patients’ progression as well as

their psychological well-being varies greatly between

individuals, which is known especially among experienced

neurologists. Ideally, pairwise comparisons allowing the

neurologists to evaluate each patient individually and

comparing this estimation with patient’s subjective esti-

mation would have been done. However, owing to the

Fig. 3 Estimation of patients’

depressiveness (a) and the

quality of life (b) by

neurologists with and without

completed palliative care

training compared to patients’

[21] subjective rating

Depressiveness was estimated

on a Likert scale ranging from 0

to 10 and the quality of life on a

Likert scale ranging from -5 to

5. Box plots show the

comparison of the neurologists’

(with completed palliative care

training: n = 12; without

completed palliative care

training: n = 93) estimation on

patients’ well-being as well as

patients’ [21] own reports.

Medians, first and third

quartiles, range and the outliers

are shown. * Indicates the

statistical significance with

p\ 0.01 and ** with p\ 0.001

in Mann–Whitney U test.

NIV = non-invasive

ventilation, IV = invasive

ventilation,

PEG = percutaneous

endoscopic gastrostomy
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anonymity, such a study design was not possible. More-

over, a larger patient cohort would be preferable but due to

the rareness of employment of invasive ventilation in

Germany [17, 21], it is hard to accomplish. Furthermore, to

strengthen the reliability of the conclusions made of the

patient–neurologist comparisons, a conservative level of

p\ 0.01 was chosen for statistical significance.

Additionally, a direct comparison of different depression

scales filled by the neurologists and patients might be

problematic. Patients filled out a proper validated ques-

tionnaire with 15 items giving a depression score between

0 and 60, whereas neurologists were only asked to estimate

the depressiveness on a visual analog scale between 0 and

10. However, time-consuming questionnaires are not

desirable in physician surveys and we believe that com-

parison and a suggestive conclusion are justifiable through

the adjustment of the scales and strict statistical analyses.

Finally, the results of our study may be influenced by a

possible selection bias owing to the relatively low response

rate which, however, has been reported also earlier [39].

Furthermore, the environment where the patient is met

might partly account for the estimation difference between

patients and neurologists. In contrast to the caregivers who

see the patient at home, physicians meet patients in a

clinical setting (in- and outpatient clinics). This should be

taken into account as it has been suggested earlier that

diverging views on the provision of life-prolonging mea-

sures of medical health-care professionals and allied

health-care professionals might be partly due to the context

where they see ALS patients, either in the clinic or in their

home [4]. Similarly, the patient cohort from Lulé et al. [21]

used for comparison was not interviewed in the clinic but

in the patients’ home, where patients might generally be

more satisfied with their condition. Therefore, further

studies with larger patient groups and reduced biasing

environmental factors are needed.

Conclusion

Our results emphasize the importance of neurologist’s

experience in ALS care, as significant experience was

strongly associated with better estimation of patients’ well-

being. Additionally, not just experience in ALS, but also

experience in palliative care and engagement in ALS

research, might refine the ability to echo psychological

well-being of patients with ALS, thus possibly improving

the quality of the therapeutic relationship. However, flawed

judgment of the well-being of patients with disability

(disability paradox) [15], which was previously reported

for non-professionals such as caregivers [17], might also be

present in some physicians with low experience in ALS.

As decisions regarding therapies usually have to be

backed by family and health professionals [28, 40, 41], it is

crucial to consider any possible personal bias in the per-

ception of patient’s psychological well-being [28]. There-

fore, patients with a rare disease such as ALS would be

ideally treated by experienced neurologists, when they

might receive both more advanced medical expertise and

better understanding of their condition with regard to

psychological well-being. This is particularly true for end-

of-life decisions for which empathy of the professional

environment is mandatory.
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